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THEY'RE NOT LIKE EVERYONE ELSE. THEY CAN DD THINGS MUSI PLAYERS CAN'T. AND THEY'RE EVERY RED-SHIRT. WALK-ON FRESHMAN'S WORST NIGHTMARE.

YOUR ASSIGHMENT IS SIMPLE. STOP THEM o WELCOME TO HCAA EAMEBREAKER, RUDY. WITH REAL DOWL GAMES, REAL STADIUMS, REAL TEAMS, EVEN REAL

FIGHT SONGS. YOU CAN PLAY ALL 111 DIVISION l-A TEAMS, THE TOP l-AA TEAMS AHD SDME OF THE GREAT TEAMS OF THE PAST. YOU CAH CALL REAL COLLEGE

FORMATIONS LIKE THE FAMED WISHBONE ANO RUN THE OPTION AS ITWAS MEANT TO RERUN, PITCHING THE BALL RIGHTUPTOTHENANOSECOHD BEFORE YOU

GET CLOCKED. THERE'S ALSO STAT TRACKIHG FOR THE ENTIRE SEASON AND A HEISMAN TROPHY RACE, o THERE'S AN NCAA GAMEBREAKER NATIONAL

CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT WHICH UNOUESTIONARLY DETERMINES THE NATIONAL CHAMPION. PLUS UNLIMITED CAMERA ANGLES SO YOU CAN GET THE

ABSOLUTE BEST VIEW OF YOUR OPPONENT RUNNING BACK ONE OF YOUR KICKOFFS. CLASSES BEGIN SOON. BE PREPARED FOR YOUR FIRST LESSON.

I'M TAKING THIS BALL
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PLAfER SPRITES FEATUOE HELMET

LOCDS AND UNIIDRM NUMBERS.

MAKE THAT RLDCKRUSTEH DEAI

OT A LIFETIME.

GOING DEEP
Over the past couple of years

Acclaim has been putting a lot of

hard work

into their

sports games and the payoff

is here in the shape of NFL

Quarterback Club '97.

Fulfilling the promise of the

'96 release, QB Club '97

makes all the right moves

from the all-new Artificial

Intelligence down to the

clearly visible numbers on the players' shirts.

Awe-inspiring 3-D rendered stadiums are the

arena for QB Club '97's 500 new plays and

the souped-upA.I. means that your computer

opponent learns your coaching style and play

calling tendencies— no free yardage, here!

And the popular simu-

lation mode gains 30

riveting new scenarios

where you play out

memorable finishes in

NFL history.

The graphics are

some of the best I have

ever seen in a football

game. Everything from

laterals to QB slides

features new motion-

QUARTERBACK
LATERALS AND DIVING.

^5<fcf

captured ani-

mations

which rock.

But graphics and

A.I. don't mean squat

if you ain't got the details right.. .and

Acclaim has done their homework. You

can stock your team through trades

and substitute any player at any posi-

tion if they're not getting the job done

and track complete season, game and

player stats. The redesigned play

'plaques' are slick and easy to read.

And if showboating's your style then

you're in highsteppin' heaven.

Acclaim promises that

there'll also be a bunch of

hidden teams and even

wilder touchdown celebra-

tions.. .for those who know

the codes!

NFL Quarterback Club '97

is hitting the stores August

29th, at the beginning of

REDESIGNED

PLAYROOMS

FEATORE 501

NEW PLAYS.

WEATHER CONDITIONS AfFECT

PLAYER MOVEMENT AND HELD

DETERIORATION.

a real

Quarterback, it's going to drive

deep into enemy territory packing

a full array of offensive weapons

ranging from crisp graphics to solid

gold gameplay. This is video game

football at its best!

EVA10ATE KEY PERSONNEL AND

TEAM STRENGTHS.

AVAILABLE AUGUST 29
PLAYSTATION SEGA SATURN DOS CD-ROM

Aiiiaim



You can't just run away from your problems
any more. From now on, you'll have

to think on your feet.

Mario game in history. Only nov

they're rendered
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26 The Nintendo 64 Blasts Off!

Hands-on with the Japanese N64,

Super Mario 64, ana Pilofwings 64.

36 GamePro Labs

The Lab Rat digs up some N64

peripherals, too.

-'''V#.

COVER FEATURE

i 29 Doom! I

'

Sneak up on Doom 64

and Final Doom.

Doom 64

final Doom (PlayStation]

Final Doom (PC)

Quake (just for the heik of it)

Efcri

SWATPro

Secret codes and tips! Bight Warriors: Darkstalkers' Revenge

turbo speed, Alien Trilogy stage skip, and more!
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Hairing a Bomb

Strapped to You

is a Sport

IbO-BD rotating chambers) [IntenseltoM player action] ( Radical power

AcfiVisioH,
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Go for a spin. Or burn



up the road.
EisS- ~3§H

other racing games just aren't up to speed. So hit

the Burning Road."

Wipe-out weather

rock your world. Choice of automa
transmission puts you in control-while ample
opportunities to slam or be s/a

out of it. From there on in, your

a pretty picture. Especially

quality action and 4 1

forthe ultimate roadkill recipe,

i other games where you may
r Know wnat hit you, Burning Road's entire

replay mode plays the whole race start to

finish-not just lap highlights.

i Exclusively for PlayStation game console



FJGHT LSSCE
A MONSTERn>occ

FORSATURM
There's a rumble in hell. ..and you're invited. Twelve psychotic

the beasts of the undead unleash clawfuls of sickening superi

a bid to be crowned King of Darkne

-,Jts, drool and slime, Battle Monster., ...

.

mid-air fighting with super-fast scaling, chopping, stabbing,

gouging, morphing and dying. Feeling lucky, freak?

nsxst soft
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MONSTERS KNOW ,

NO MERCY! THE STRONGER, FASTER AND
MEANER YOU GET!

L !

BUCKETS OF GORE!

KM
COT SOMETHING STUCK

IN YOUR THROAT!

MB 1

Hi

H

^M

W, + \!> :

i H
Br

OR PLAYSTATION
Co head-to-ugly-head in a grisly, blood-drenched 3-D slugfest!

Seven freakish monsters, slathered in gore, go all out in

Killing Zone's eyepopping 3-D arenas! The more

they mutate, the more mindblowing the super-

i#5£

Mm
killing machines! From the gargantuan

for sure...th

this is a monster jihad!

b
CJC*

«laim
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*ra upset by some aspect of tl,^

mes they're piaying, the high

w products companies are delaying.

At right are several letters from readers who want to be

heard. We applaud Robert L Martin, Jr., the Psycho Five,

h6585," and ever
'

better, but we a

us a letter: Are we the only p

Robert L Martin, Jr.'s '

"

upset about the depr

to read what you write, and we're sharing your thoughts with

hundreds of thousands of readers, but here at CamePro we

make magazines, not games, so be sure to vent your frustration

>ut the lack of good SNES and Genesis games to the compa-

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER

THAN THE CORD

bit market in favor of nex'

three of the compan:

mightier than the cord.

The GamePros

comments.gamepro@iftw.com

San Mateo, CA

JOWER
3F the Pen

It's
sad that third-party pub-

lishers have decided to ig-

nore the millions of Genesis

and SNES owners who helped

these companies make it in

the video game industry in

the first place. We CamePro

readers should write to third-

party publishers and let them

know how we feel about the

declining status of the 16-bit

systems. I wrote to Accolade

requesting that they resurrect

Beyond Zero Tolerance, the

sequel to Zero Tolerance that

they canceled.

Robert L Martin, Jr.

Mississippi State University

' Bro' Buzz replies;

Excellent idea, Robert,

and we join you in ask-

ing for Beyond Zero Tol-

erance. Read the adja-

cent editorial for more

ideas about the power

of the pen.

No more Squaresoft

games for the SNES? We

need to write to Square-

soft! We're desperatel

What's their address?

'he Psycho Five

Spokane, WA

r Hendrix replies:

We've had tons of requests for

Squaresoft's address since it

announced it would no longer

make games for Nintendo (see

"ProNews" and "Role-Player's

Realm," May). Here it is:

Squaresoft

c/o Junichi Yanagihara

4640 Admiralty Way,

Suite 1 200
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

16) September 1S9E

I recently read "Mom's Rage

Pulls Primal Rage from Shelves"

(see "ProNews,"June), and I've

come to one conclusion: Boy-

cott any store that is refusing

to sell Primal Rage. If the big

retail stores start losing money,

they just might stop holding

back games.

"ERoach6585"

Internet

Coach Kyle replies:

You have a good idea, but how
will the companies know that

you're boycotting them? A
year from now their financial

reports may indicate that

video game sales dropped, but

will they know why? A boycott

paired with a letter-writing

campaign would hit home a

lot harder.

Games W Gear

Your May issue has an ad

on page three for NBA

Shootout. At the end of the

small print I noticed this but-

ton sequence: Rl , Rl , R2, R2,

L1.L2, L1,L2. Is this a

secret code?

Jeff Monroe

Johnny Ballgame replies:

It's a code, but it's no longer a

secret. Start a game, and at

the Options screen set the

game on Exhibition and press

x . At the Exhibition screen,

press Rl , Rl , R2, R2, U , 12,

LI , and L2 to play the '94-'95

All-Star game in San Antonio.

PressRl,Ll,Rl,U,R2,L2,

R2, and L2 to play in Phoenix.

When the phrase "All Stars -

Off "appears, switch to "On."

Now you can trade to build

your own dream team.

Your January '96 issue con-

tains the codes to pfay as

secret characters in NBA



Jam TE for the PlayStation (see

"SWATPro"). Among the charac-

ters are Thurston Moore, Kim

Cordon, Steve Shelley, and Lee

Renaldo, who together form

my favorite band, Sonic Youth.

Are they friends of the pro-

grammers or something?

Jerrod Mcleod

St. Petersburg, FL

Toxic Tommy replies:

Acclaim says the program-

mers are fans, not friends.

The same is true about the

Beastie Boys and Prince

Charles, who appeared last

year in the 16-bit versions of

NBA jam TE. TE's program-

mers seem to like putting an

eclectic mix of their favorite

celebrities into their games.

The
Magazine Biz

Do I have to color the

artwork I send you for

"Art Attack'?

Zachary Austin

Internet

Dr. Zombie replies:

No. We've published black-and-

white pencil sketches in "Art

Attack" (see below), in addition

to watercolors, oil paintings,

and colored chalk drawings,

just don't send us traced art.

We like original treat- *%VlEf
ments of video game .CjD**

*^f

#characters. Mail

your entries to

the "Dear Editor"

address below.

And put your

name and ad-

dress on the back

of your art so we

can send you your

prize if you win.

We're Not
Perfekt

In
May, our review of Earth-

worm Jim 2 for the Saturn

attributed the game develop-

ment to Shiny Entertainment.

Actually, Screaming Pink of

Carlsbad, California was re-

sponsible for the programming

and new artwork in EWJ2.

John Houy is one of ^
many readers asking far Linden '

Ashhy's address. Here's where lo

write the odor who played Johnny Cage

in the Mortal Kombat movie:

Linden Ashby

c/o Agency for the Performing Arts

9000 Sunset Blvd, Sotte 1200

Los Angeles, CA 90069

Regarding the game-counselor

hotlines you published (see "Buy-

Beware", May): Those 900 lines

are out of control. It's almost as if compa-

nies aren't making as many millions of dollars

as they'd tike, so they've switched to expensive

900 tines. Then they make games intentionally difficult,

forcing you to call their 900 number for help. It makes

v//> me s ' (k lo see '',ese tomPan 'es scumming gamers.

't f Shawn Larson

Greenville, Ml

June's Reader Report asked you lo identify a great game that des-

perately needs a sequel. The overwhelming choke: Chrono Trigger.

Here are your other suggestions (listed alphabetically):

Air Combat

1 Carrier Aces

1 Gex
• Illusion of Gaia

• Maximum Carnage

' Primal Rage

> Resident Evil

• Rolo to the Rescue

• Secret of Mono
• SkyBlazer

• Super Mario RPG

Super Metroid

• Super Mario Kart

• True Lies

• Zero Tolerance

**«r.

'

**,..
% Robert Lapresti, Horristown, PA

Andrew Khoary

laguna Niguel, CA
GhMEPRO 17 September 199G



PVPjfl By The Watch Dog

[_fl*3 Back to school already? Well, if you don't want to end

K-35H up dumb as a dog (hey...wait a minute), then you

had better get your tail to school this month! As for your

Watch Dog, 1 was down at the kennel when I heard abut the

following problems with Battle Arena Toshinden 2, the Game

Genie, and the (gulp!) 32X.

rln your July preview of Frank

Thomas "Big Hurt" Baseball

(see "Sports Pages"), you

stated that it was 70% complete. But in the

same sidebar, it said the game is available

now. Why would Acclaim release a game

that is only 70% complete?

Ebrahim via Internet Hurt's so good

A The Watch Dog states:

* Acclaim would never do such a thing (although

with Cutthroat Island, maybe it did by mistake).

That July issue was set to hit the stands when "Big Hurt" Base-

ball was released, but it was only 70% done when we saw it,

and we didn't want to mislead you into thinking we'd played

the final version.

I purchased an

Illusion ofGaia

cart about two

months ago, and recently I

managed to get some Game

Genie codes for it. However,

when I put the cart into the

Game Genie and turned the
Genie lock out

Super Nintendo on, weird green

lines covered the screen and the code screen never appeared.

Is there something wrong with my Game Genie or my cart?

Talat Iqbal via Internet

A The Watch Dog says:
B

Yep. Your SNES is one of the later models (pur-

chased post-Christmas 1994) that are rumored to

contain a cheat-enabler (i.e., Came Genie or Pro Action Replay)

deactivator chip. This chip scrambles cheat devices since they

are not authorized or endorsed by Nintendo.

t CamePro, listening is what we do best. When you have a

problem with a product or feel you've been ripped off, we
want to know. If you have a complaint about a product,

write to:

GamePro s Buyers Beware
P.O. Box 5828

San Mateo, CA 94402

i have purchased

and returned five

copies of Battle

Arena Toshinden this past

week. It seems that the manu-

facturing process for this CD
went sour. From my experi-

ence, mastering a CD is an in-

exact science (you sometimes
supped Disc?

destroy two or three CDs for every good recording). All the bad

CDs I purchased skip (like old-fashioned vinyl records) during

the intra and in-game music. The video was slow and choppy.

One of the CDs quit playing the attract mode (demo). I finally

have a version that seems to work fine. My PlayStation is clean,

and it experiences no problems with other games. Please let

others know that if they think the BAT2 disc isn't working right,

they are not alone.

Mark A. Malo via Internet

A Thus spake the Watch Dog:
* We tried three Battle Arena Toshinden CDs, and

all three worked fine, with no skipping during the

intra or during the game. We did have a similar problem with

Crittcom though, so we spoke to a technician at a Sony repair

center, and he told us the problem might be that the system has

been on too long (you should give your PlayStation a fifteen-

minute break for every hour of operation). The heat of the inter-

nal parts sometimes makes the "beam" skip.

Hey, I think there's something wrong with my X-

Eye? Does it work with the 32X, or did I just get

*-%, a dumb deal?

The Game Dreamer#xband

A The Watch Dog states:

' You got a dumb deal, because Sega CD and 32X
" games aren't produced anymore (and no one has

immediate plans to release anymore). My contact at Sega didn't

even know what the X-Eye was.

A In the June 1996 issue of CamePro, you state that

B Duke Nukem 3D goes from Level 6 to Level 5 be-

• cause it's shareware. However, the actual reason it

jumps from Level 6 to Level 5 is that Level 6 is a secret level!

When you beat Level 6 it takes you back to Level 5 because

that's the true ending level in the shareware version.

Firecow via Internet

E-maimail us your product complaints through America Online

or at this Internet address:

buyers_beware.gamepro@iftw.com J
GAMEFia ("is") September 199G
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Dramatic Price Cuts Boost Sony and Sega Sales

When Sony and Sega slashed the prices

of their 32-bit systems to $ 1 99 in mid-

May (see "ProNews,"' August), they

probably couldn't have hoped for better

results. Both companies have realized an

immediate jump in sales, which suggests

that many consumers were waiting for the

companies to cross the $200 barrier. An-

other factor that may have contributed to

the sales jump was the onset of summer:

The end of school traditionally signals the

start of the serious game-playing season.

Whatever the reason for the sudden

sales increase, there's no denying it. An

informal poll of major toy and computer

chains revealed significant surges for both

systems that began as soon as the $199 figures were publicized. At

Funcoland stores, 32-bit hardware sales were up 250 to 300 percent

from May to June: at Kay-Bee stores, sales were up 50 to 400 percent;

and at Electronics Boutique stores, they were up 50 to 250 percent.

The PlayStation, which was already selling at twice the rate as

the Saturn in North America ( 1 .2 million PlayStation units to 600,000

Satums units as of May—see chart), seems to be increasing its lead

over its main next-gen rival, especially

since some stores (Kay-Bee, for exam-

ple) are no longer carrying the Satum.

In those stores where both systems are

being sold, none that GamePro spoke to

said the Satum was outselling the Play-

Station, and some reported that the Play-

Station was outselling the Satum by as

much as a five-lo-one ratio.

Dynamic Changes at

Crystal Dynamics
While there are signs that the video

game industry may be bouncing back

from an almost two-year slump, the in-

dustry took another hit this summer

when game maker Crystal Dynamics announced a major reorganiza-

tion that resulted in the replacement of top executives, including the

chief executive officer. Ted Ardel! takes over for Randy Komisar, for-

merly of LucasArts, as chief executive of the four-year-old company.

Lost in the shuffle were about 30 jobs, or one-third of the staff.

Evidently the Mciilo Kirk. California, company that made Gex,

among other important titles, has decided to emphasize the Internet
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Inside Scoop
• Last-minute updates on key games: War Cads, touted as a true 3D

fighter, won't be coming to arcades until late summer. And Kemco will be

making Top Gear Rally for the N64. The game is due in early spring '97.

• The 3DO system may be going the way of the dinosaur and the Jaguar

(see "ProNews," July), but the 300 Company is still going strong as a soft-

ware force. 3DO has just shelled out more than $13 million to acquire New

World Computing, the developer and publisher of the computer games

Might and Magic, Heroes of Might and Magic, and Anvil of Dawn. The acqui-

sition should increase 3DO's ability to develop games for the PC, Macintosh,

and video console platforms.

• If the 1996 Tokyo Toy Show is any indication, Sega's aiming to attract a

whole new crowd to the online experience. The summer event, Japan's largest

domestic exhibit of toys, showed off a new Sega product called TV-Mail, due

in Asia in October. Intended for younger users, TV-Mail makes it possible to

write and draw on a TV screen. Users can also send and receive mall and

faxes over the phone lines. Casio Computer is making something similar: an

electronic notebook that enables kids to network over phone lines.

More news from Japan: Gamers who check into Japanese hotels will soon

be able to play video games in their rooms. Toshiba and Sega have teamed

up to create a new system that enables guests to play games on demand.

Seven unspecified tides for the Satum are the first offerings, and more than

40 more games are on the way.

• Games are often based on movies (Super

Star Wars, Disney's Aladdin, The Addams

Family, Top Gun, et al.), but only a tew

movies have been based on games (most no-

tably Super Mario Bros., Street Fighter, and

Mortal Kombat). Bucking the trend twice in re

cent months, Acttvision has inked two deals Universal hopes Spycraft

to bring its games to the big screen. First the

company licensed the Zork series to Thresh-

old Entertainment (see "ProNews," May), and now it's signed an agreement

with Universal Pictures to develop a movie based on Its computer thriller

Spycraft: The Great Game. A TV series may follow, but details are sketchy.

The Great Game becomes

Spycraft The Great Movie,

GAMEPRO (aT) September 1996
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instead of consoles. According to pub-

lished reports. Crystal Dynamics' ex-

ecs were disappointed in the slow

growth of the CD-ROM game market,

so they decided to focus on computer

networks, which they think will be the

next hot market. The company still

expects to release games already in

development, including Pandemonium

(PlayStation). Blood Omen: Legacy of

Kain (PlayStation, Saturn), and 3D

Baseball (PlayStation, Satum). Ghost Rider (PlayStation), The Punisher

(PlayStation), and Gex 2 (PlayStation) are still possible for next year.

Communications Decency Act Ruled

Unconstitutional

In a landmark deci- fyw_
sion that will have \^ atJW

jl 5G5p i

News Bite

Despite the recent upheavals

at Crystal Dynamics, Pande-

monium should still make it to

the PlayStation by Christmas.

widespread implica-

tions for the online community, the

Philadelphia Federal District Court has

decided that the Communicalions Decency Act (CDA) is unconstitu-

tional. This landmark decision means that electronic publishing will be

treated like traditional publishing media such as magazines and newspa-

pers. The same rights that apply to the print media now apply to the In-

ternet: the rights of free speech guaranteed by the First Amendment of

the Constitution.

Essentially, the ruling means that the government cannot dictate

what can and can't be posted on the Internet. The federal government

had tried to limit Internet content with the CDA, a bill signed into law

February 8 as a way to deny children access to "indecent" Internet post-

ings. The definition of indecent was found to be too restrictive by the

American Civil Liberties Union, the Citizens Internet Empowerment

Coalition, and the Information Technology Association of America.

Problems with consistent enforcement added to the CDA's demise.

Because the CDA has been struck down, people can post virtually

anything on the Internet, just as anyone can print virtually anything in

magazines. This does not mean that children will have free access to

obscene materials: child pornography and obscenity are still outlawed

in print and on the Internet, and parents can use in-home software to

block anything they deem objectionable from their children.

Appeals to the Philadelphia ruling are still possible, so expect to

read about further governmental efforts to control Internet content. In

election years like this one. issues such as the protection of children

from obscenity, controversial music lyrics, and violence in video games

(see "ProNews." June) become popular topics lor politicians. After the

Philadelphia ruling. President Clinton spoke in strong favor of the origi-

nal CDA: "I remain convinced, as I was when I signed the bill, that our

Constitution allows us to help parents by enforcing this act to prevent

children from being exposed to objectionable material transmitted

through computer networks."

Hot News from GamePro Online

.iIihi.Lm ' I

straight to the Hot News section to get the latest video

* A hit on the PC, Duke Nukem 3D's turning its bloodthirsty eye to the

console market. In addition to the PlayStation and Satum versions that CT

Interactive is preparing for release late this year, rumor has it that a Nin-

tendo 64 version is in the works for 1997.

* If the words Pamela Anderson Lee

get your saliva flowing, you're gonna love

this one. GT interactive'} working on a

Barb Wire game based on the recent

movie (which belly-flopped In theaters, by

the way). Expect Pamela's first action

game to hit the shelves in January '97 for

the PlayStation, Satum, PC, and Mac.

* Disney Interactive is developing

several computer games based on its Pamela's tookin' sharp in the

latest movies. Two games will use
n,m Bal* Wlre

'
am"n9 **"> *

„.,,,., „ a video game system near you.
Hunchback ofNotre Dame themes—an

animated storybook based on the film and CameBreak! Hunchback of Notre

Dame Topsy-Turvy Games. Both titles should be out by fall. For Christmas,

expect an animated storybook as well as a game based on November's 101

Dalmatians, the live-action remake of the classic animated film.

Nolan Bushnell refuses to retire. The founder of Atari (and Chuck E.

Cheese restaurants) has joined Aristo International, a New York-based

company that is designing and developing networked, mulrJplayer games.

Bushnell says that he will help create entirely new concepts in entertain-

ment Aristo's first tides will be released later this year.

* What did you think were 1 995's best games? The Video Software

Dealers Association recently announced its nominees for this year's Best

Video Game of the Year {the association names just tides, not the sys-

tems they're played on): Donkey Kong Country 2 (Nintendo); Earthworm

Jim 2 (Playmates Interactive); Mortal Kombat 3 (Williams Entertainment);

Primal Rage (Time Warner Interactive); Toy Story (Disney Interactive).

To be eligible, games had to be released between March 1, 1995, and

March 31, 1996. The winner will be announced this fall.

* Now that the dust has settled after the Electronic Entertainment

Expo (E3) in May, final attendance figures show just how successful the

video game industry's premier trade show really was. Attendance topped

57,000 for the three-day event, an increase of almost 20,000 people over

last year's show. In addition, 467 companies showed off approximately

1 ,700 new software tides, a 35 percent jump over 1 995's roster.

* If you launch it, they will come: GemePro's Web site (http://www.

gamepro.com) had more than 1 million visitors in Its first month of exis-

tence. What makes this especially impressive is

that the site still Isn't complete: The library and

pages from some of the editors still hadn't been

posted when the 1 million figure was reached.

Now visitors to GamePro Online can find news

posted daily, pages from several GamePro edi-

tors, and links to many other related sites.
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The Best of GamePro Online

gamepro) and the World Wide Web (http://www.gamepro.

every minutL1 of every day. For anyone who's yet to bol

go into cyberspace, here's a sample of what's happenitr

A Revolution Is Coming
e winds of change are beginning

i blow through GamePro Online

on America Online!

pjtiine soured Glossary of
America

Online Terms

GamePro Online on America Or

design. But before we implemen

enow your thoughts about our c

keyword: gamepro), then e-ma

comments
.
gamepro@iftw

.

Tell us:

line is about to undergo a re-

our latest ideas, we'd like to

urrent AOL area. Check us out

your comments to us at

::SB 1 "V

KEEEnS

should we tweak it?

Netpro^
^f5"
£™S!M2X

e the next page for dozens of adciiti

If you've yet to visit GamePro Online on America Online, here's

what you're missing: Chat rooms where you can talk with other

gamers and GamePro editors; message boards filled with info

and opinions; a File Vault of FAQs; an Archive of back issues of

GamePro magazine; guest conferences with industry leaders; and

Hot News posted daily.

f Rotunda—GamePro Online hosts many exclusive

!

conferences during the year with important people

,

in the video game industry. The Rotunda is a tem-

porary auditorium set up in GamePro Online's

Communications Center specifically for these

conferences. Click on Rotunda and you can

^ read the conference's live text and submit A

questions like the hundreds of

other attendees.

Online News
Developments in cyberspace

for cybernauts

' to cheer about this summer. First

rd-winning Warcraft: Ores and Hu-

is will be one of the games offered to PCXBand sub-

; when that Internet service launches, which is due to

ing the popular strategy/fantasy

r
are Ultimate Doom, Doom II,

Hardball 5, Hexen, MechWarrior 2 and Super Street Fighter II.

" re info: http://vww.xband.com

Warcraft news comes from Engage Games Online,

_ le gaming service that debuts later this year. War-

craft II: Tides of Darkness has just been added to the solid

' of network games available through Engage. Amon
"the other multiplayer titles coming by the end of 1996 ai

Interplay's Descent Online, Castles II, and Forgotten Real

Descent to Undermountain; Fighter Duel and Total Control

Football from Philips; and the Maxis classic Sim City 2000.

? info: http://www.gamesonline.com/

It's coming to XBand PC;

H is getting Engaged later

E-mail us your comments through America Online

or at this Internet address:

comments.gamepro@iftw.com
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\Kentirig games before

\^ buying them is a

if\ MATURE^
, SENSIBLE
•;s thing to do.

Do it anyway.

LET'S SEE. ...drop a major wad of cash on

video games you've never tried. Or rent

them first for a little pocket change. Tough

decision? We think not. The tough decision

happens at Blockbuster Video when you

encounter our humongous selection of

titles. Blockbuster not only rents all the

latest games and formats, but we'll also

rent you the hardware to test drive. Trying

before buying will make your parents

proud. So don't tell them.

The GREATEST games

TEST
BEFORE
YOU

INVEST

**""2T

Moke It A BLOCKBUSTER Might

The LATEST formats
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Three Explosive Games In One!

Arcade shooting at Its fastest and
finest as you eliminate terrorists

at Dulles Airport!

Heart-accelerating, driving

adventure as you race through
New York City to find hidden bombs!

Comi^
Sega Sati

g soon for Sony PlayStation/
rn" and Windows 95" CD ROM.



with the N64> comparisons with 32-bit systems,
d a look at games to come. By The Feature Creature

r-

cvJt
* Scary Larry:

pop out or the screen.
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Super Mario 64 is what Son 1
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Buy ©mr System
Advice for system shoppers from the heads of the three

leading video game companies.

H
l Howard Lincoln, chairman. Nin-

tendo of America: "The M64 is in-

tended for only one group of peo-

ple—those who demand the very

best video games the world has

ever seen. Period. What you will

see on the screen with Super

Mario 64 or Pilotwings 64 would

have required a $100,000 worksta-

tion just a couple of years ago."

Tom Kalinske. president and CEO

of Sega of America: "The consumer

is looking at how the system will

perform today and in the future. I

believe today's gamer is a very so-

phisticated buyer who sees a real

advantage in the Sega Saturn. The

Saturn offers new networked-gam-

ing capabilities and continuously

delivers better and better exclusive

game experiences."

n
Jim Whims, executive vice presi-

dent, Sony Computer Entertain-

ment: "The decision is simple: The

PlayStation offers unique, robust

hardware and an unsurpassable

catalog of great games. From the

start Sony's been laser-focused on

making the PlayStation the ultimate

game machine, and now we've got

the most compelling software in

the industry. Second-generation

games like Crash Bandicoot take

gaming to whole new levels."

m u
KlgJ*,'

l

/ at all. The joy- Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey

\
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Here are the N64 games expected
to release between September 30

and Halloween.

Ull

> <u I> fl)

.0) in Q

oj o i_
(OCC §

Since the original Pilotwings **

jn

r

DAM Design's Body Harvest is a

•tfwfnirfs

fiang glider, and a rocket belt

gh their paces in realistic

_.___,, the settings take you from 26—MK charact
the past to the future.

L-di ih'd
'i
unm Jjy^JjjJ } 3/3 EJ/3 VllB J iteS i sdiaduiad y-dlssi^H dates

I'ji \\h\iz udu 3-'i vhsubz ,AIJ JJJJD J^ J &)k ci iv dj-jjjyy, iijj'iD/iuuu'teJy,

Expected Date Title Developer Special Features

November .. .NBA Hang Time . .Williams The arcade game from the team behind NBA Jam

1
November . , .Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey . .

.

. .Williams .... The Great One plus NHL & NHLPA licenses

November

December

. . .War Gods

. . .Blast Corps

. .Williams True 3D fighting; may bump to December

.Formerly called Blast Dozer; 60 stages. .Rare

December . . .FIFA International Soccer . .EA Sports ..

.

.Get your kicks with the latest in the classic series

December . . .GoldenEye 007 . .Rare .Based on the movie; international settings

1 December . .Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball . .Nintendo . .

.

The first N64 baseball title should be a hit

Rare .3D backgrounds and a zooming camera

December . . .Mission: Impossible .. . .Ocean .Loosely based on the movie

1 December . .Robotech: Cryslal Dreams .... . .GameTek .

.

.This good-looking shooter may run a little late

December

December

Sbadows of the Empire

. . .TetriSphere

. iucasArts..

.

. .Nintendo .

.

Formerly a launch title, now set lor Christmas

Tetris in a 3D environment

December

February '97 ...

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

. . .Freak Boy

.First-person shooting vs. polygon robots

. .Formerly titled Stacker, it stars a morphing character. .Virgin

The familiar 16-bit racer gets the 64-bit treatment

. .Formerly a launch title: the fastest Doom yet?. .Williams ....

Nttd-1997 and beyond: Super Mario RPG 54 (Nintendo) Untitled RPG (Natsume)

Creator (Nintendo) Ultra Combat (GT Interactive) Untitled soccer game (BMG Interactive)

Robotron X (Williams) Ultra Descent (Interplay) Untitled vertical shooter (Seta)

Silicon Valley (8MG Interactive) Untitled golf game (Seta) Vegas Slots (Seta)

Star Fox 64 (Nintendo) Untitled rally racing game (Seta) Zelda 64 (Nintendo)

tAIIEPRU ^» :



Liitr
By The Axe Grinder

(Special thanks to Aaron Seeler,

Brian Johnson, and Michael Abbot)

It's

blasted a path through the PC, the PlayStation, the 3D0,

and even the Super NES. Now Doom—the game that popu

larized a new gaming genre, the corridor-shooter—loads

up for an attack on the Nintendo 64 this spring.

Building a Better Doom?
Since Williams became a Dream bined the PC versions of

Team member in 1 994, one of Doom and Doom II (and will

the games the company started have Final Doom, another

thinking about for the Nin- PC-to-PlayStation conversion,

tendo 64 was Doom. Doom in October), Doom 64 promis

64 has been developed totally to go farther than any other

company that originated the

game, id, giving its stamp of

approval every step of the way.

Where the PlayStation was

blessed with a custom edition

of Doom that essentially com-

THLW

N64's advantages: No big pixels

when you get close to objects.

in October), Doom 64 promis

to go farther than any other

Doom, with new levels, graph-

ics, sounds, and possibly new

weapons and monsters.
,

AAAt

tionally, all the old weap

like the plasma gun and

pistol, have been enh*"™

with new looks and eiieus,

and every level has been built

ed graphics. You

wun l see diiy heavy-duty

pixelization when you're ex-

tremely close to objects, but

you will see plenty of light-

source shading—all now possi-

ble with the powerful Nintendo

64 engine. In short, Doom 64

is a whole new Doom.

Something Old,

Something New
Doom's story has always been

simple—you against the

forces of hell—and Doom 64

ion. The story

it after Doom II: It

A glimpse ol one otthe _

look: Meet

hJUWM
tNzme

1
New shading and light effects

show off the H64's visual prow .

a planetary expedition that's

gone wrong and ends in hell.

Purists can rest assured

that Doom 64's gameplay will

remain true to form: Aim and

shoot. The onscreen interface,

however, may be new. At

press time, the programmers

were deciding whether or not

to have the face at the bottom

of the screen, and the statis-

tics such as ammo and health

For more on Doom,
check out the preview

of Final Doom in

J'Sneak Previews."

I'D

The new multicolored map sh

your progress through the game's

30-plus levels.

Locked and Loaded
Although the screen shots ac-

n a very early version of

graphics power with Super

Mario 64 and Pilotwinc

This abililty, coupled w.u. u ,

allure of the Doom name, ma\

c
m
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Lights...

...Camera...
New Territory

^ I | The 12 level Shadows story

.. . jhQClOWS! describes a power struggle

SZM3S1

SbubhiiiE

ber-two henchman, Darth the Rebels are unable to keep

Vader, and a powerful new the bounty hunter Boba Fett

character, the Dark Underlord from escaping to Tatooine

Xizor (pronounced "she-zore"). with the carbonite-frozen Han.

The green-skinned Xizor is a - „ _. __

ruthless crime lord who wants
bam

is the new Star Wars game coming
soon to the Nintendo 64.

^^k ne of the most eagerly awaited games of the year is

Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire, a LucasArts game

Return of the Story
It's the placement of the Shad-

ows story that's unusual.

Rather than being tacked on-

to the end of the triioav, the

ment (Return ofthejedi).

Thus, in Shadows Darth

Vader is still the Emperor's

Xizor, the Dark Underlord

to assassinate Luke Skywalkei

and usurp Vader's power.

Vader still wants to find his

son, Luke, and so, in a flash-

back to The Empire Strikes

V- Starfleet on a search to Hoth.

Shadows of the Empire opens

with AT-AT walkers confronting

eright?
'

Rebel Snowspeeders over icy

fields. A run-n-gun shootout
r Star Wars names in

insjde Echo Base and a d
« plot include Chew-

fi9ht Wlth tie Rghters in an
Undo Catalan, the

asteroid fie |d ensue .

-Boba Fett, the
The story then moves to

loom Hoth. and
the Imperial City, an imposing

have palaces. Despite a flight

through Smuggler's Gorge

r»
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A sample of Shadows
of the Empire merchandise.

Action figures, vehicles

(Kenner)

Books
(Ballantine Books, Infotainment

World, West End Games)

Comic books
(Dark Horse Comics}

Lithographs

(Zanart)

Micro Machines
(Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc.)

Model kits

(Ertl)

Music CD
(Varese Sarabande Records, Inc.)

Posters

(Western Graphics)

Role-playing board games
(West End Games)
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Altitude. Attitude.
(Achieve a safe, unnatural hi$h.)

Take a flying leap into the fantastic world of Robbit on hU newest

ifl quest to save the universe. Achieve an

entirely unnatural hioh at you single,

double and r?^^> triple-jump your

way through the wildest first-person perspective 3-D -}amin$ experience imagined!

Conquer the raNHHOfl^HKl sequel to "the most

of the year" - only on

. A
the PlayStation MB^^B^^H^ «4 $ame console.

iiaiy DjniisUSf t fii^'l:L,Hi,i.:.ilii[];i "; ii trrnJ'H'-slii irf Kui-y

putor Entertainment int. Jumping Flashi is a Irtidemark ol Sony Compjlw Entertaiminjiil inc e'ifflii iui'y Capita Eulm^. i-i -r.| im:

9I115 reserved. Thp raliruis mm s : ii:yist''r«l rrairr.i-irk.il IMs Impr.iriiv^ Digital Sottwai a Associate.



Ouorsoas Prospects Presents!

ra Japanese Debut
y©7er~_ UJhere

Jl
|
fter months of mounting speculation and in-

trigue, Nintendo's 64-bit video game system

I finally made its Japanese debut on June 23 with

a first-day rollout of 300,000 units. Nearly all those

N64s, however, had been pre-sold, so there were ?'

most no systems available for the gamers who lin__

Reservations Only. Please

In Shinjuku, one of the core In the electronics mecca

electronics shopping areas, Akihabara, most retailers also

m -
ipdHHjJ

HJJjjJS
ft

S£H?a» r
Y.

store, waiting for it to c

Those at the head of th

ieen reserved. Came Pavi

controllers, on the other hand.

^lario 64 and Pi- with a limit of one system per

?re favored by customer, according to a store

voiced for Saikyo Habu 23, 20 to 30 people were pa i

Shohgi, a chess game, camped out in front of the un

tmap, After the trains started run- Did we miss the revolu-

Laox ning around 5 a.m., lines at tion? Not at all. On the first

lie on a the two shops grew larger. day. a whopping 300,000
d basis, |_aox, seeing the growing units were released and sold.

stem per crowd, opened an hour early, Nintendo delivered another

:o a store Even then, they sold out by 200,000 units on June 26 am
,
on June just serving those in line. Ap- June 30. As of press time,

vere parently marw wink ™Prf> w™t\™< for thi inno >fi

ft Quiet Roar
Overall, the N64's launch v

quiet. There weren't many
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By Scary Larry

'"
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Mario has arrived in Tokyo, and this time he's faster, funnier, and more

For those of you«—"

I

Developed and puUshed by

Available September

inno/nrjiMPicTE

*'*. ' *3|
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who needs*
-

ire you? Of course not!

fou laugh in the face of

fear... all three of them.

Jse your ghostly skills to

solve complex pugeles, find

secret passageways and hidden
ilues, and locate the lost

pieces oi the dismantled lazerus
iiachine. Based on the hit movie,
including some of the great 3—1>

animation, special effects and

ailarious gags, CASPER is a

shallenging adventure lor you,

your family and your friends!

Just remember to choose your
friends carefully

!

If you da v
u*

jBSfgiiPBl
i'M\



gxi^pwo: -R ; Player's Guide to
Power Peripherals

By7lKL3bR.it

Put in some ear plugs, 'cuz

|
the lab is boomin' this month

as we take our first look at some Nin-

tendo 64 peripherals.

'1 • fJmkWWWWW WkWk

Jft
1

September S9. when The NG4 launches.

Launch Pads Also look for the Advanced

Controller for N64 from

Mad Catz. Again, it's similar

to standard N64 controllers,

but it packs a turbo-fire

option. It also features the

same great floating direction-

al pad from the companys

PlayStation controller, all at a

price tag of about $25.
When the N64 launches, look

for two standard-style N64

!
controllers complete with

!
memory card slots from

|
InterAct. The Shark

1

Pad Pro will also offer

j

extras like slo-mo and

I

auto-fire. The Hammer-

I

Head sports the same fea-

! tures plus program mability.

Cruisin' with the Catz
The name says it all—the Analog Steering Wheel for N64. If

you've taken a few laps with the Mad Catz PlayStation wheel, you

know these guys won't steer you wrong. You get the gas and brake

pedals, a stick shift, and a wheel with a 270-degree range of rota-

tion, Crossing the finish line at about $79, this one deserves a test

run by all Cruis'n USA fans.

am

Look up in the sky: It's a bird,

it's a plane—it's the Super

Pad 64 Plus by InterAct.

I While it packs all the features

I of a standard N64 pad, this

one differs in design. With

two grips instead of three, it

looks more like a PlayStation

controller, and it may be the

Stickin
1

It to

theNE4
I While control pads dominate

the home gaming scene, there

are those diehard arcade play-

ers who will settle for noth-

ing less than a stick for Killer

Instinct. Thankfully, InterAct

is already hard at work pro-

ducing the Arcade Shark, a

right choice for gamers not

comfortable with the stan-

dard design.

digital/analog joystick featur-

ing slo-mo and auto-fire.

More N64 Launch
Peripherals

• Ascii Pad (By ASCII)

• AW Cables (By Mad Cab)

Controller Extension Cables (Byroad Catz)

' Enhanced Stick (ByASCII)

• night/Fight Slick (By Mad Cat)

• Came Shark (By InterAct)

• Memory Cards (By InterActand Mad Cab)

• RF Converter (ByMad Catz)

• Specialized Ascii Pad (By ASCII)
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Amazing photo-quality
digitized graphics

i 16-bit stereo symphonic
sound tracks

i Build and command your own
space armada

i 6ach battle scenario
completely different

i 16 levels of game play, with
increasing difficulty

i Easy icon-driven menu system

The Revolution Has Begunl

SUPER NINTENDO

FOR GAME TIPS & HINTS CALL

1-900-420-2WIN
$1.29 per minute, touch-tone phone only.

If you are under 18, have your parent's

permission before making this call.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL

1-800-404-4334

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY AVAILABLE
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welcoming Williams!
Williams Entertainment came to town with a

load of cool games and a Nintendo 64! On ton of

great titles like MK Trilogy and Final Doom,

tney also unveiled the awesome multiplayer game

Wayne Cretzky's 3D Hockey (see "Sports Pages"

this issue for a preview). Let's take a look

at what else they brought!

Control

Robotron X
Nintendo 64

j
PlayStation

|
PC CD

|

Developed by Player 1

Published by Williams

Entertainment

Available October The preliminary PlayStation version's

controls were crisp, though arcade vets

will miss the dual joysticks. Diagonal shots

with four-button PlayStation directionals

just don't feel the same. Also, the auto-

cam zoomed in and out of the action,

which proved positively lethal as robots

snuck up behind you during close-ups.

Fortunately, Williams has plenty of time

to tune things up.

Williams promises 100 levels and

26 enemies, which will be basically

true to the original. For example,

the Brainbots appear on Level 5 and the Tanks appear on Level 7, as in the

arcade game. Gamers will also find 7 bonus rounds, 4 giganto bosses, and

14 techno-funk music tracks. Williams seems to be in full retro-mode with

Arcade's Classics and now this remake, but Robotron certainly looks X-citing,

X gets a 3D polygon facelift, but the sce-

nario's classic Robotron. Robot masters

desire to exterminate all humans. You

guide the pistol-toting hero in a 360-de-

gree g untight/rescue mission via a
3A-

overhead view.
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, Mortal Kombat
'Trilogy i—«B4i
By Major Mike

It's MK, andfllenty of it. Anyone who

loved MKII but hated MK3, or vice versa,

will definitely take to this compilation.

The mix of elements from the different

games works remarkably well. Even the

new fighters are something to be reck-

oned with—Rain sports a mean lightning

move, and Noob Saibot comes on strong

with his Pile Driver.

The Nintendo 64 controller poses

no problems in the execution of

rapid-fire combos and special moves. The configuration of all six buttons on the

face of the Nintendo 64 controller is especially helpful.

Another bonus—the Nintendo 64 game has one feature not found in the

versions for other platforms: the Aggressor meter at the bottom of the screen.

As fighters exchange blows, the word gradually appears. When it is maxed out,

you are stronger and faster for a brief period.

CA11EPI! f^P '



M Final Doom
Gameplay & Fun Factor

Think you're havin' a hellish

day? You don't know the half

of it until you've played Doom.

But for those who played and

enjoyed the first one, this one

will definitely satisfy the blood-

lust a little longer. For novices

it's better to cut your teeth on

the first one before

plunging into this

nightmare. As far

as fun goes, even

in this preview ver-

sion, Final Doom's

the best corridor

shooter around,

.greatly improving

on its seminal

averting id's masterpieces to the

II only grow with Final Boom. It's added blood-spurting,

demon-busting action—perfect lor Doom-heads jonesin' for more.

The movement is still as fluid and free of slowdown as the

first PSX version. But the ability to shoot and strafe simul-

taneously (a big concern for Doom purists) has been retained

The game moves surprisingly well, and even in crowded

rooms, the action is viciously fast.

Graphics

GHUPRQ ^Efr Snplembei* 1996



FOR YOU,THE HELMET IS OPTIONAL.

|The most realistic racing experience

yet for the Sega Saturn. Amazing

3-D graphics and tight control for

gameplay so intense you can

almost feel your head rattle.

| Six action-packed tracks

including Monte Carlo, Suzuka and

Hockenheim and five top authentic

Formula-1 racing teams featuring

Ferrari, Benetton, and Williams.

^Customizable player settings

for greater control of your car's

performance including mid-race

pit row changes.

| "This new racing sim sets the pace

for the rest of the field... The game's

3-D graphics match or surpass Sega's

previous racing titles...'

-CYBER SPORTS



Destruction Derby 2 Track Sounds

(
inn,„ nnMPLETE

)

Geared-Up Gameplay

Not that Destruction Derby was

a bad game, but Reflections has

completely rewritten the original

game's programming, giving the sequel a speedy new engine and more of a

3D feel. One of the most noticeable improvements is in the tracks themselves.

They're much longer (up to eight times as long, in some cases) and wider. Ex-

pect seven tracks plus four Destruction Derby Bowls. Despite all the graphical

enhancements, DD2 still moves as quickly as ever, it still has 20 cars per race,

and it still supports a two-player link.

Paul Page, NBC Sports' Indy 500 com-

mentator, calls the action, which should

be an improvement over the English

actor who voiced the first Destruction

Derby. Add in a new metal soundtrack

that replaces the techno-pop of the first

game, and DD2 looks ready to rock!

Double the Graphics

Graphically, Reflections is putting the

pedal to the metal. DD2 doubles the

number of polygons that were in the

original, so the visual details should be

sharper throughout. The tracks have

been given hills, banked corners, and

|

jumps, and the wrecks are some of the

best in the business. Cars flip and roll,

parts fly off after a collision, and disabled

I opponents litter the tracks.

1IMIPR0 <^> !



Black Dawn

s of the most impressive-looking early

levels is Operation Ice Storm. The Antarctic

never looked so good!

dbyB
ribyUi

Available Fall 'S

(
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adidas I

Ball!
When hot rampaging across Europe, leaving a trail

of destruction in their wake, soccer hooligans can't

help but play Spot the Ball, a tradition perhaps as
old as soccer itself. Count yourself among these
footy fans and guess where the ball was in this

game shot from adidas Power Soccer and win

bloody cool stuff from Psygnosis.

i shot above. Mail ihe Official c

3" x V card incljding your name, ad

zip code, age and telephone
J 'J"~ Power Soccer Spot Tt

..... Box 642180. Los An<

; ODen to oe accepted. Sweepstakes f

The Prizes:
'

'

) a 1997 Major League Soccer game played in the

jnd trip



Powerslnve Graphics

Responsive enough, the controls in this early version tend to slip when
you're teetering on the edge of a cliff or step. Looking up and down
also takes some getting used to, especially when you need to use this

maneuver in a clinch. Moreover, the jump is awkward because you

can't see exactly where you're landing unless you take the jump while

looking down. Fortunately,

Playmates still has time to

clear up these hitches be-

fore the game ships.

and excellent light-source effects; for example, fireballs

thrown by enemies illuminate the walls as they travel. The

gore could be pumped up a notch or two—some of the ex-

ploding bodies look like breaking statues.

Gameplay & Fun Factor

You have

several

weapons

in your in-

ventory

—

everything

from heavy

artillery (an

M-6D ma-

chine gun

grenades) to

magical spells (like a

Cobra Staff that fires

dragon spirits that

zero in and destroy

targets). These work

wonders on the

plethora of nasties you come up against. There are

also extra abilities to acquire, like being able to jump

higher and breathe underwater.

Powerslave has all the elements of the nearest

Doom clone (awesome weapons, traps, huge levels),

and more. You can jump, swim, look up or down; in

general, there's more than just point-the-gun-and-

shoot gameplay. This could be the best corridor

shooter since Doom hit the PlayStation!

Developed by Lobotomy
Software

Published by Playmates
Interactive Entertainment

Available August

GAMEPRO ^^ September 1896



THE LAST WORD IN FAST, FURIOUS FUN
FROM THE FIRST NAME IN SOCCER!

|

,«* adidas
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DUKE MAY ROCK
BUT RAMSES RULES.
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Driving.

(111)11(12.
) music.

NO it's not
the Los Angeles

Freeway.
It's SlamScape. And it just might drive you insane.

After a devastating accident you find yourself in a mysterious

sanitarium hooked up to the highly experimental SlamScape Simulator.

A previous experiment gone awry has trapped 16 innocent people in this

twisted simulated world and it's up to you to get them out.

With fast-action gameplay inside an interactive soundtrack by

God Lives Underwater, and the fastest 3D real-time graphics available,

it's like taking the scenic route to hell and back.

Battle your own private demons at lightning speed.

And thrash your head off in 360 degrees of pure danger.

' 4 hie threatening zones, 5 twisted levels.

1 Real-Time 3D graphics.

(60 frames per second on PlaySta

mgm
Like taking a rrip through your worst nightmare.. .but worse.

Experience SlamScape at www.viacomnewmerfia.com DEVELOPED DV

VIACOM
Call 800-469-2539 to order. nSUUmSDIR.



The Neverhood: a curiou
Wad of Klay Finds His Soul

ByMaMMax I
"»™

I
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Comic Relief

Half the Inn of The Neverhood

will be watching the amazingly

unclaylike (daymen's comical

I animations as he stumbles upon

dinner, taunts an old nemesis, or

puzzles over one of the game's

I 60 conundrums.

[AMIPRO ^fc Sill
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Forgotte
& Magic
Here's the first real-time strategy might of w;

Blood & Magic

Forgotten Real

ureen- By Interplay Productions \, «~*M
larmy Available Third Quarter '96 BV ;

,' *

Forgotten Realms: Descent
to undermountain l*»i

Descent to Undermountain is aptly named: This Forgotten Realms

action RPG uses the Descent oame enaine created bu

so real you can see me orooi

on an Ore's chin. Attractive.

—Madd Max
By Interplay Productions

Available Fourth Quarter '96

GHMEPRO ^T) '
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MechWarrior 2:

Mercenaries [M^]
Mercenaries is a prequel to Activision's 1995 blockbuster hit,

MechWarrior 2, which pumped out outrageous first-person cock-

pit-view mech fighting. The story starts 1 8 years prior to Mech-
Warrior 2 as the Mech soldiers of the Inner Sphere begin their

wars. You fight to acquire C-bills which you use to build a merce-

nary squad of mechs for an epic war.

Mercenaries features 30 new mechs and missions,

'

on FASA's BattleTech universe. A nonlinear c

—
NICE PUNCH.
Unfortunately, he has an iron jaw

(and a rocket launcher).

Welcome to

!li;iHH!UI!2
comes depending on

mic progression so th;

,dny over into subsequem

ponent, MercNet, will en-

E1MEPS0 ^J 11



By Bruised Lee

Capcom evolves from the 2D

fighting realm it helped create

j
and enters a 3D battlefield.

Star Gladiator is a futuristic

fighting game that features

cutting-edge 3D action.

Gladiatorial Combat
Nine deadly gladiators, rang-

ing from a cone-headed alien

equipped with a plasma yo-

yo to a mutated, fire-breath-

ing dinosaur, are at your

command. Each is outfitted

with special weapons, moves,

and combos. Fights are set

on a 2D playing field, but

every fighter has the ability

to sidestep and circle an op-

ponent. The fighting area has

set limitations, so ring-out

victories are possible.

Star Gladiator runs off

PlayStation hardware, so the

game produces amazing 3D

effects, including transparen-

cies, motion blurs, and flashy

lighting effects. Each fighter

is beautifully texture-mapped

and moves fluidly at a speedy

frame rate.

Unique Fighting
Capcom's best fighting

games have always featured

perfect controls and inventive

gameplay, and Star Gladiator

is no different. Each fighter's

moves are easy to execute

with the four button con-

trols—Guard, Vertical Slash,

Side Slash, and Kick.

Gladiator also features

advanced fighting gameplay.

For example, fighters can

perform a Plasma Revenge

which enables you to block

and counterattack incoming

moves. There's also a Plasma

Reflect move that enables

you to block an incoming at-

tack with your weapons. The

Reflect block throws your op-

ponent off balance, so you

can counterattack with a

move or a combo.

Even the combo system

is unique. A small Plasma bar

sits directly under your life

bar, and as you start a com-

bo, the bar displays the but-

tons you press. If you tap the

wrong button in the combo
sequence, your combo stops

and the word "Plasma" re-

appears. Figure it out? This

Plasma combo system en-

ables you to discover combos

by the process of elimination!

The Fighting

Future Is Now
Star Gladiator takes Capcom

into an entirely new 3D fight-

ing realm. The game's beauti-

fully colored characters are

matched with wild moves and

intense combos. Fighting fans

who experience the power of

Capcom's first 3D fighter will

not be disappointed.

Victor's Final Plasma combo ends with a d

flattens his opponent

Here's a close-up of Rimgat's

Plasma Revenge move which

slams his opponent in the head Every fifl/Jter in^ game has
with a spiked mallet. one Pkima Fml p^fo, whicn

delivers an amazing final blow

fort

sjMipio fy t
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co Classic

munchers of all time from

nie early '80s aro hoinn hi

died into one a

Pac-Man, Rally-X,

Dug return in all the,, u~

ing glory.

The Golden Age
Namco's long-awaited classic

series release isn't just three

original games thrown into

one cabinet. Players have the

opportunity to play one of the

three classics or apply their

skills to a new feature call

Arranged mode. In the

Pac-Man's new two-player si-

multaneous action lets you ami

a friend team up and eradicate

anything that moves.

at these screen shots

- „vs back memories. . .hanging

out at the local roller rink, play-

ing Pac-IUan for hours (on the

same quarter, of course), all

while your friends skated to the

blaring sounds of "Hungry Like

die Wolf."

the original seem like an entirely cars, get

Blasts from the Past

iard-to-kill enemies that can

"juse explosions and shoot

aserguns.

Like DigDug ar'
"~

eral new The pray<

Primal Rage 2
| A New Breed of Gods:

The Avatars

I Seth guards a secret about

I the new character, a sabre-

tooth tiger.

Veronica's staff belies her

ties to Vertigo.

The Urth will once again tremble

with the fury of Primal Rage! Pri-

|
mal Rage 2 debuts in October

with 1 7 stop-motion animated

I characters. Ten new characters

include eight huge human

[
fighters called Avatars, a boss,

I
and a new dino.

Rage's new hardware plat-

I form will produce great scaling

and mind-blowing effects. The

standard four-button control

I layout will be replaced by a six-

|
button configuration.

Additionally, Rage 2 fighters

I will perform spectacular morph-

ing feats.. .but more on that in

future issues.
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THIS IS NORED FLAG EXERCISE-
IT'STHE REALTHING! Push the envelope

when you lly by-the-seat-of-your-pants in twelve searing

missions. Engage in air-to-air, air-to-sea and air-to-ground

., comhat with six real lighters to pilot and a gut-wrenching

I mix of 360° movement and ear-popping I m
sound FX. Intense command action.

... on the PlayStation" game console.
'"

3=m TTTrrWSmS



LAYSTATION

|': -'^IM Ridge Racer

H ">' *^ By Malar Mike

$49.99 2 playeis

i Sound
Squealing tires, the en-

4 . s tfiusiastic announcer,

I and your revving engine receive

I excellent audio treatment. The

I jazzy techno-inflections of the

I pleasant music add to the over-

all effect. The ability to select

music tracks is also a big plus.

Fun Factor

This is the best racing

game for the Play-

I Station by far. Six tracks, sev-

eral cars, hidden goodies, and

intense driving easily run the

;
competition off the road.

Graphics

The track redraw is

phenomenally smooth.

I The extra visuals, such as the

planes and helicopters that fly

by, are a nice touch.

Control

The controls can be

4 . 5 excellent, depending

I on the car you choose. Each has

different attributes that affect

the controls-one car may have

excellent handling but poor

acceleration.

five, men press Start to pause

the game. Now press ami hold

I

he impossible has hap-

pened: Ridge Racer just

got better. Ridge Racer Revo-

lution tops all the sights and

sounds of the first PlayStatii

ie with what looks like

this feature seems distracting,

but you soon learn to use it

defensively. Another differ-

ence is the two-player head-

to-head mode, which links

gainst a friend.

TIME n,mCo

IS' G h .*€***s«<«< C ' -A
•Jda •v^/a
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PROW: To race as super-

cars to the lineup, press and

hold A, L1, R1, Down, and

Select at die Galaga Shooter

screen. A superlaser will oblit-

erate all the enemy ships and
give you a perfect score...

md
it -i

PROTiP: When racing against the black or white car, the first

lap isnt important; it's during the last two laps that you need

to stay ahead.

...Now when you start the race,
u" UKM '

die cars have small bodies and extended

Graphics
Ridge Revolt^""

some! The tr

far ahead you can't even see

the original. The action r

slows down, despite the

day or tunnels. The motion is

always fluid.

Tacked on Tracks
The game opens with three

tracks, but if you finish first

on these, you can race three

1" i-'h&
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PROTIP: In Pac-Man, if you've cleared PROW: In Galaga, earn the double ship

most of the board, wait by a power pill for by letting the alien capture you. The alien

a few ghosts to show up, then munch 'em must be blue (having taken one hit), and
for big points. you most hit it with your

soon as it d

The old-schooi arcade

games keep rolling in!

If you've ever had Pac-

Man fever, you may want to

hang out in Namco's Museum.

Classy Classics
Most notable of these seven

games are Pac-Man, Calaga,

and Pole Position. Back in the

pack are the space shooter

Bosconian, maze-racers Ralty-

X and New Rally-X, and the

throwaway ToyPop (the coin-

op version was never avail-

able in the states). ToyPop is

a kiddie Japanese maze-game

with shooting elements, which

is best enjoyed as a simulta-

neous two-player game,

Although you can walk

through Namco's 3D museum,

it isn't nearly as well put to-

gether or as informative as

what you'll experience on the

Williams Classics disc There

are no interviews, and unfor-

tunately, most of the old mar-

quees are in Japanese.

Classic fans will want this

disc for Pac-Man and Calaga

alone, but if you're not serious

about the oldies, it passes as a

rental down memory lane.

PROTIP: When you're being

chased in Rally-X, drive near

the boulders, because often the

computer enemies will crash.

PROTIP; In Hew Rally-X (and

Ratly-X), use your smoke screen

sparingly, because It cuts into

your fuel.

PROTIP: In ToyPop, shoot the

giftwrapped boxes to get the

weapons you need. Tires defeat

cars, and bombs defeat tanks.

In the 3D museum, each game
has Its own wing where you can

look at memorabilia and find dps.

nt it for these classics, Oth

vise, Rally-X and Pac-Man

take a little getting used to if

--'-
playing with a pad.

GAMEPRO ("64") September 1S8G
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A GamePro T-Shirt

1 ) Please indicate whether you rend ond/or how useful you found each of the following

articles from the September issue of GamePra. Circle "All" if you reod the entire

article, "Some" if you reod port of the article, and "None" if you did not reod the

article. If you read any part of the article, please let us know how useful it was by

circling
"5"

for "very useful" to
"1" for "not at all useful."

The Cover All / Some / None

Letter from the GamePros All / Some / None

The Mail: Head 2 Head All / Same / None

Art Attack All / Some / Hone

Buyers Beware All / Some / None

ProNews All /Some /None

GamePro Online All/Some/ None

The Ninlendo 64 Blasts Off! All / Some / None

Overseas Prospects All / Some / None

GomeProLabs All /Some /None

Sneak Previews All / Some / None

PC GamePro All / Some / None

Hot at the Arcades All / Some / None

PlayStation ProReviews All / Some / None

Saturn ProReviews All /Some /None

The 1 6-Bit Gamer's

Survival Guide All / Some / None

Sports Pages All / Some / None

Role-Player's Realm All / Some / None

Tekken 2 ProStrategy Guide

(The Fighter's Edge) All / Some / None

SWATPro All/Some/None

001

EZS P
jTl :

.fWj can you take a few minutes to answer some questions for us? Please fill

out the following survey and fax, e-mail, or snail mail it (or a copy) back to GamePro

by September 30, 1 996. Vou'li be entered into a contest to win the prizes shown.

ay. -*.

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2

4 3 2 1

2} What game systems do you currently own?

32X Q Game Gear Q PlayStation

U 3D0 J Genesis G Sahjiu

CO-i Jaguar Sega CD

DOS/Windows Q Macintosh computer Super NES

computet Q Beo.GM Virtual Boy

Game Boy Q Nintendo 64

3) Please indicate which of the Following publications you purchase or tend at least

6 times per year:

J Die Hard Game Faa Game Players Video Games

_1 Electronic Gaming J GamePro _1 Tips & Tricks

Monthly Q Neil Generation

Electronic Gaming Q fcte„Jo power
Moathly 2

4) Have yoo ever visited GamePro Online on America Online?

Ves Q No

If yes, how useful was it? Circle
"5"

for

"very useful" toT for "not at all useful" 5 4 3 2 1

51 Have you ever visited the GamePro Online Web site?

Ves No

If yes, how oseful was it? Circle
"5"

for

"very useful" to
"1"

For "not at all useful" 5 4 3 2 1

6) How did you get this copy of GamePro? Other _
J Subscribed _

Purchused ot the newsstand -

KPteWWl
.. or lax your

completed survey (or a copy) to:

V E-mail: i



Control

secracks (a ia Duke Nukem)

Fun Factor

playing. Although a full walk-

PROTIP: Take the elevator up, PROTIP: Go left, then shoot

then recharge at the machine in the Morph in the dining area,

the hallway. Go through the Check the locker for an energy

door with the knife and fork on recharger. Now enter the room

it, shoot the Morph, and walk on the right,

down the hall into the cafeteria. ,

I

I "" - '

I PROTIP: Don't shoot the cook! If

PROTIP: Oon't open the lackers! you do, you'll be blocked out-

One triggers the wall gun in the side the room on the left.



VIDEO GAMES

ALIEN TRILOGY'

Call NOW to Order CHIPS & BITS inc

Source 10750 ™B™ 0b
£™?tRochester VT 05767onn_CQQ_^oco i«il 802-767-3033 Fax 802-767-3382

—awT~> m SHINING WIS-

**• <?
Mnf
PWWJ* IlieUarkhtanrosem jj-.- tr*3M lmm lne abysS and

JPK&jJ nearly destroyed all

Wt SjnJkfB palacia before

rlfi M " ''] uell,9 t,au,,I) bV

AM Odtr-,'1 magic, now, trie£. > * ! Black EN is schem-

JHTVjIH world by returning

ifcjJrSH depths at the

<•** SKrfl aoyss! SATJ52

m^TT

Oontiy Kng Finliy $59

9fcT features slate o!

gy, a new standard of

artificial intenigence,

high production,

broadcast quality

aurlo and graphics

The onlygame with a

fnl selection of offen-

sive and defensive

plays! PSXS52

'SUPER MARIO 64' Mario goes 64-bit! His updated

look is a rendered 30 image with textutemapped

polygons. He's now able to slide and hang on as he

explores new landscapes. N 1N 64 $69

'WARHAMMER: SHADOW OF THE HORNED
RAT' You command 25 diverse armies and

prepare them to go to war against 30

enemy armies! PSXS50

'MARVEL SUPER HEROES: WAR OF THE GEMS'
Choose your favorite Marvel characters and bat-

tle Than os. the most danger

Marvel Universe! SNES $52

'X-MEN: CHIL-

DREN OF THE
ATOM' The most

popular X-Men train

tion of the "Danger

Room." There, the

X-Men spar against

each other or face

i.iuuiiMH ^EE£3H ^EEL*tlH

Earn Trap Dunoeor. (5! NAMCOMu
(Stent 2 55? NASCAR Hi

li Hint Trilogy 152 NBA Hang f

Magic Knight Raysarth

153 Ghosliitth«5lK

/lona:Chimp.Clr S46

B -OVEHNIOHT SHIPPING in US S4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 par order. Worldwide airmail $6 per
I? require additional shipping charges. Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under SJOO aami
3 uct. Most Items shipped same day. Shipping times may vary. Prlea/ava I lability may change. All sales final. Call for details.

ling $2 per i

We Also Cany

Virtual Boy
Game Gear

CDi



]WWFWrestleMania:
„ The Arcade Game

THtWv

Every player has a multiple-hit, after-
the-grab move that can seriously shrink

|

an opponents's life bar. Here are a few:

I Although just as good as I

| the PlayStation version

I in many respects, the Saturn

I graphics show some graininess

I around the edges. And there's

I tremendous slowdown in the

I two-player cooperative mode.

Lex Luger

»

iffi%33i

Shawn Michaels

-Mr-'
-. Or*

PROTIP: After the grab, hold -*,
I I

tap Punch, Punch, Punch, Punch, PROTIP; After the grab, hold I

,

The Undertaker
1 ---it

tap Punch, Punch, Punch,

Punch, Power Punch.

Bam Bam Bigelow

PROTIP: After the grab, hold *
tap Punch, Punch, Punch,

Punch, Punch, hold «-, tap

Power Punch.

Bret Hart

PROTIP: After the grab, hold ->,

tap Power Kick, Power Kick,

Power Kick, Power Punch, l,

I, Power Kick.

Yokozuna

**s
-

PROTIP: After the grab, hold -*,

tap Po
— i L,

; l

PROTIP: After the grab, hole

DHIiPRO t^% Se

Punch, Punch, Punch, Punch,



PLAYSTATION
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Chronicles 01

Die Hard Trilosy 551

Doom SS4

lypor 3-D Pinbull S4S

.milled SS2

:mnM Fodder S3!

libgdom 01 The

";. :

. |J«L,.(M £
Onslde Soccer S4S

PO'ed SKI

Rebel Assull $48
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S
Sir

Space Ace SS

Theme Park SSS

Dinosaur Sw

Sleel Harbinger Cal
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For a Free
CRAVE Catalog,

*—£sr* »
(612) 942-9920

Fax Us At:

(612) 942-5341
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sea if You Don't See It..

™ M1 We Can Get It!

CRAVE Now Buys And Sells

Used Games & Systems!

We Now Carry Japanese Imports!

Call For More Information.

Division: Rockabilia, Inc.

|
MAKE YOUR OWN FORM:INCLUDE:PRODUCT #, DESCRIPTION & S & H CHARGES
•All U.S. Orders Add $6 -U.S. Game Systems Add {20

•All Foreign Orders Add $10 -Foreign Game Systems Call For Price!

•All Checks And Money Orders Are Held For Two Weeks Due To Processing

Most Orders Shipped 2nd Day Air Call For Overnight Shipping Information

I SEND ORDERS TO: CRAVE PO BOX 26370, DEPT 502 ST. LOUIS PARK, MN 55426

PHONE: (612) 942-9920 FAX: (612) 942-5341 EMAIL: CRAVE2RB@A0L.COM

|
OPEN M-SAT. 9-9, SUN. 10-7 All Prices And Release Dates Are Subject To Change

VISA

1-900-PRO HINT (1-900-776-4468)

SNES'SEGA'SEGA CD-3DO-SATURN-PSX-ONLY 99c A MINUTE

HINTS HOTLINE
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ega really knows how to make a sleeper hit. Although the company probably won't be putting a lot of

marketing muscle behind Gun Griffon, it's one of the most entertaining Saturn games in its genre.

You pilot a mech through areas ranging from the harsh winter landscape of Novosibirsk to war-

torn Kiev. In each area, you face a hellfire of artillery—land-roving tanks, other fearsome mechs, heli-

copters, even jets! In every level, you try to defend your troops, resupply your arsenal on the ground

and in the air, and complete mission objectives such as blowing up a train.

Your mech comes with rocket-propelled grenades, machine guns, automatic-tracking missiles, a can-

non, and more. Sut ammo doesn't come cheap—you gotta battle your way to the supply choppers be-

fore they're destroyed. L-«
Gun Griffon is a fast-paced, arcade-style game. It makes Krazy Ivan and Chen War look and feel like

rusted heaps of scrap iron. 13

PROTiP: In Kiev,

jump power so

you can use it

to cross whole

neighborhoods in

this area rather

than wasting pre-

cious time walk-

ing around the

useless rubble.

PROTIP: Whether or not you master
the controls depends on your patience

lew!. Start with a smaller

area, like Kharkov or

Ulan Bator, to get the

controls down. ^\

PROTIP: Fast-moving mechs are a

problem. One tactic Is to use the gun
and aim slightlyahead of mem.
They'll walk into your line of fire.

Graphics

PROTiP: If you're get-

ting slammed on the

ground, take a quick

jump and use your

rocket-propelled gren-

ades to dear out the

ground units.

PROTIP: Novosibirsk is the toughest area on

the map. Use your night vision in me snow to

see what you're shooting at ® eplember 1 9 9 B
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PROTIP: If you're neck-and-neck

with an opponent, use bump-

and-grind tactics (rear-ending

or sliding in from the side) to

crash them out

If
crankin' up a wicked sports car ranks at the top of your fan-

tasy list, Need for Speed on the Saturn will deliver sheer satis-

faction. Comparable with—and occasionally better than—the im

pressive PlayStation version, this smokin' racing game guns it

with a sweet selection of to-die-for exotic cars and challenging

courses. The gameplay demands both precision driving and ca-

jones, and although mastery takes time to achieve, Need's ulti-

mately more satisfying than Daytona or Sega Rally. Q
PROTIP: The quickest way to

apeskyoppo
booting, pushing, or punching

tttemi

PROTIP: When the lanes are cluttered, slip

onto the shoulder to pass obstacles without

losing speed.

-J-'
I Arcade racers may find

I the learning curve a bit

steep, but the engaging gameplay

offers serious depth. The Lambor-

ghini, Ferrari, Viper, and Porsche

dont hurt, either!

d reaches the

I zenith of control in com-

parison with the other versions.

The sensitive steering and shifting

enable you to guide your car with

slick precision.

r^\ Fun Factor

KS^fl As always, Foad Rash's

KB9 killer combo of bike rac--

ing and fisticuffs is a

This version's feisty A.I. puts up a

than

jacks up the adrenaline.

m Control

PROTIP: me i you can't see

yellow line until you can see

down the ro d again.

Although the in-race

I tunes are little it

than standard fare, the realistic

sound effects take the trophy. Each

car roars with its own unique rum-

bling engine and squealing tires.

The clean visuals sparkle

I with beautiful back-

grounds and respectably rendered

cars. Cool full-motion video clips of

each machine get you as close as a

car freak could want.

Graphics

quered the other 32-bit Rashes,

this one'll be avawrw. and.

yes, it would d>

some to see EA dish outs

fresh Rashtn'. In

only the 16-bit experience will

.,„„ a bit. Still, the <

scenery and decent animations

m Sound

starring

getting outdated, but it still i

the effects

I but serve

i S ii |i I ft ill li e. r 199G
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Get ready for stick-to-your-ribs adventure!

* 23 levels of wild, prehysterical fun.

*
Fantastic Graphics, animation, and sound.

* The biggest, baddest, hungriest end boss ever.

"Prehistorik Man is a game that blows me away. I have but

3 words. ..go buy it!"

-K. Lee, Gamefan Magazine

WMIrLb li/uva wmluM, to ikk ijjy kt jjiIhiijj j/MW/a siud h\m?h\ sjtfl

/ifaMy flMjirjb jisd iiui ujjjjiy.

Can you handle the challenge?
*
Tons of hidden treasures and power-ups.

*
1 7 action-packed levels to explore.

*
Stunning sights, sounds, and music.

"Ardy Lightfoot out-foxes the competition!"

Nintendo Power Magazine

SB

•ill '.: : :

yyy/y jjj/yy JjiiJy <jj!j;

...but these ain't just any piggs—They're superhero

swine on a mission.
*
6 hilarious, butt-slammin' adventures.

*
Extreme graphics and animation!

*
Battle against the most evil invention of

all time.

'A clever, fun,action romp."

-Nintendo Power Magazine

» --*

: 10432 Coriico Street, Chotsworth, CA 91311, (818) 709-3692
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IG-Bit Hall of Fame

You Gotta Have These!
In June we asked you to name

your favorite 16-bit shooters.

The overwhelming choice:

Space MegaForce (SNES)

Here are your next four

favorites:

Firepower 2000 (SNES)

Sagaia (Genesis)

Super Turrican (SNES)

Wing Commander (SNES)

Wing Commander for the SNES

made it to the shooters' Baal five.

Now the Hall of Fame direc-

tors (that's us) are turning

their attention to one of the

best 16-bit genres of all: role-

playing games. RPGs: You

know 'em, you love 'em—

from Zelda to Super Mario

RPC, from Shining Force to

Phantasy Star. But what's the

very best 16-bit RPG of all

time? Consider every SNES

and Genesis RPC ever made,

write down your choice for

the one you can't live without,

and mail your vote to the fol-

lowing address by October I

:

Hall of Fame: RPGs
CamePro Magazine

P.O. Box 5828
San Mateo, CA 94402

You can also e-mail us at

comments .gamepro&iftw.com

We'll post a list of your votes

in a future issue.

Voi'R Two Bus Aisoi i 1B-Brr

Why did Nintendo make the

computer cheat so much in

Ken Griffey jr. Presents Major

League Baseball for the SNES?

I led the computer 24-0 and

had a no-hitter going with

two outs in the ninth and no-

body on base, and the com-

puter came back to score 36

runs! I'm mad at Nintendo!

Brandon Wiederspohn

Arlington, WA

October should be a big

month for 16-bit games,

what with the SNES and Genesis

versions of Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

coming out. November's got Donkey Kong Country 3, NBA

Hang Time, X-Women, and probably Vectorman 2 and Sonic

Blast. So what does that leave for September? Tetris!

Even though we don't yet have the U.S. version of Tetris

Attack, just being able to play the Japanese version is enough

to convince us that this game's got "Hit" written all over it.

You play five one-player games, two different two-player

matches, or 60 levels in a puzzle mode. This isn't your fa-

ther's Tetris: The blocks are all square, and they rise from the

bottom. Match three with similar designs in a vertical or hori-

zontal row to eliminate them from the screen. It's a novel ap-

proach sure to make Tetris-heads foam at the controller. We'll

review the U.S. version in an upcoming issue.

The designs you match up are yellow stars, red hearts, green oc-

tagons, purple squares, blue triangles, and gray exclamation points.

The U.S. version of Tetris Attack replaces the cutesy girls and drag-

ons in the backgrounds with characters from Yoshi's Island.

Meanwhile, here are all the 16-bit games due in September:

Incantation by Titus (SNES) Tetris Attack by Nintendo (SNES)

Ms. Pac Mart by Williams Entertainment (SMS)

Power Rangers Zeo: Battle Racers by Bandai (SNES)

Williams Arcade's Greatest Hits by Williams Entertainment (SNES/Genesis)

gamefro (n) September 199G
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Till-: 10-IHT GAMER'S SURVIVAL GUIDE: PROREVIEWS

I-Perts
By Greasy Gus wSSmm
Talk about X-tremely poor!

You don't have to be an ex-

pert to put down X-Perts, but

here it goes.

In X-Perts, you assume the

roles of three top agents (in-

cluding Eternal Champions'

Shadow) who run around in

an underwater complex.

You're trying to stop invading

spies by flipping a bunch of

PROW: To fight these little robots,

sneak beside them. When they by
to switch their guns around, foot-

useiess switches. Oh, and you

beat up enemies with hardly

an Al to them. However, you

need every break you can get

from your moronic opponents,

because your control is weaker,

PROTIP: When the computer con-

trols your characters, don't let ft

light for you In later levels. You'll

take more damage man If you

fight the enemies yourself.

stickier, stodgier, and dinkier

than that in some first-genera-

tion 16-bit games.

Graphically, your characters

are big, but their animations

are shabby. All the levels have

very similar backgrounds, and

completing each repetitive

mission is a visual bore. The

sounds, especially the music,

are sparse, and you've heard

more original fighting effects

in the first Streets of Rage.

Ultimately, this overhyped

game does nothing to help

the Genesis cause. Q
X-Perts by Sega

heA doughnut-loving pig is the

star of Power Piggsof

the Dark Age. Younger

gamers will have a

pretty good time with

this hammy hero. p—y-^"
Your pig does some mean By Doctor Devon i nl rl

platform jumping, sword

slashing, and doughnut toss-

ing through a variety of me-

dieval settings. The controls

are fine—simple and effec-

tive—and there's a nifty float

move when you leap over

a blowhole.

The graphics are cute and

cartoony, at least as good as

what you see on Saturday

Power Pfggs of the Doric Age by Titus

available

Passwords

Replay value: Medium

Acl I on/ad venluie ESRB rating: Kids

JuJiZJBi

PROW: At the end of the West

Blowhole Forest, use the blow-

holes to float above the dragon

so mat you can strike from a

PROTIP: In Beautiful Downtown
Pigg, jump around Inside we
buildings to find hidden stair-

cases which lead to goodies.

mornings. It's the sounds, how-

ever, that steal the show. All

kinds of grunts and oinks add

humor, and fast-paced music

propels the action.

OK, so it's not as sophisti-

cated as Earthworm Jim. This

game isn't trying to be. The

Power Piggs are saviors for

kids looking for a decent new

SNES game. Play it, and remem-

ber how good this would've

seemed back in 1993. O

hidden behind the post!

What's up, Doc? Not much, if

you're playing Bugs Bunny:

Double Trouble. Though Bugs

gives you eight adventures,

the shoddy level designs and

sluggish controls bring down

the Fudd, er, Fun Factor.

PROTIP: when playing as Bugs

steer back. You'll deposit the

dynamite without being hit by

the bull.

As the wascally wabbit,

you must duck, dodge, throw,

run, and jump through levels

where you're chased by co-

olly, the game is solid. Bugs

and friends are well animated

id complemented by bright

and varied backgrounds. The

sounds are good, but the mu-

sic is grating, and you don't get

one single voice effect.

Controlwise, Bugs is aptly

named. Navigating some

' * wm\
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Big Hurt Makes Big Dent on Saturn
Franh Thomas Big Hurt" Baseball

By Scary "Bigger Hurl" Larry

Frank Thomas, a premier force in the world of base-

Ml HI II
ball, now has a next-gen game wilh his nickname: Big

Hurt. The surprising ihing about this game is thai il doesn't suck...un-

like the abysmal 16-bit versions.

Gettin' to First Base

The game kicks off with plenty of options, it

eluding "95 slats (tracked in 27 categories), full

MLBPA licensing, and a wide range of stadi-

ums to choose from.

Acclaim has always said that real-

ism is not its first priority for this game

(although the company did use its ex-

clusive motion-capture technology to

digitize Frank Thomas and the other

players). What BHB achieves is the plug-

and-play feeling of baseball, where stats

run second to fun. The tradeoffs are missing

nuances that would have made the game more

PROTIP: Slay away from the Delroit Tigers.

The Grass Is Greener

The graphics, while good
„ . . , „ . . A bp for me Homerun Derby: Take me

overall, are a slightly nuxed mmmmttk
(rosim hag. The players and

the field are crisp and clean, but a player thai strikes out pixelates horri-

bly as he runs off the

field. Another problem is

the bat/ball contact. You

have to swing ahead of

the baseball (and I mean

way ahead) in order to hit

it. And unlike in Triple

Play, you can't change the

batter's stance or the type

of hit (contact or power).

The sounds actu-

ally improve the game's

Fun Factor. A crystal-clear announcer, who's on time and current,

never interferes with the game's

flow. Other sounds, like the

crowd, the ball cracking the bat,

and the catches, are all there.

Like the graphics, the con-

trol is solid but it has its quirks.

Stealing bases is hard (there's no

lead), and throwing out a stealing

requires two separate but-

ton presses. This gives you

the feeling that Big Hurt

was rushed through produc-

tion for a quick sale.

No Balls...No Strikes

As far as Saturn baseball

go (and they don't go

far), Big Hun is an enjoyable

game with an arcade feel.

It's just the kind of game to

throw in the Saturn during a

rain delay. U

byAcdaM

Fl I ™> TV mm

A 500-foot home run? No problem.

GAMEPRO (jw) September 19 9 8



NBA Action: First Pick in the Draft

Saturn

NBA fiction

By Johnny Hallgume

NBA Action is the most

surprisingly superb basket-

ball game to enter the 32-bit arena. Its

lively, furious five-on-five tun delivers

tomahawk thunder throw-downs all over

your screen, and though it looks worse

than Frank Briekowski's jumper, its out-

standing controls and fantastic features

definitely make it a world champion.

Paytonte Place

Authendc learns and more than 400 NBA
superstars give you that real pro experience.

Features include Exhibition, Season. Playoff, and

All-Star games, along with a crcate-a-player option

that allows you to compensate for obvious omis-

sions like Jordan and Shaq. You can trade play-

ers, track stats, and build your own team with

superstars from around the league.

Sega slams home the craziest, wildest NBA
gameplay to date. Shake-em, bake-etn juke moves

Uke the spin and crossover dribble, along with leaners,

reverse lay-ups. and fade-away jumpers, will have b-ball freaks

convulsing with excitement.

In Action you can call for a screen or set picks away from the

ball, and this is the first game that enables you to throw alley-oops at

any time. Offensive set plays can be changed to a one- or two-guard

front, and there's even a shot chart to help determine the best places on

the court to shoot from.

Golden State Graphics

The graphics can best be compared to the Warriors: tons of potential

but ultimately just average. Player animations look fairly smooth, and

all the creative courts, like Charlotte and Atlanta, are included. The

sprites are large, and the animations include good derails like the ball

being dribbled between players' legs. The players themselves look

odd, however—they always dribble right-handed and are sometimes

almost indistinguishable.

Yes, Marv Albert announces the game with his trademark mini-

malist approach, which works well in combination with the natural

sounds of bouncing balls, Ian noise, and sneaker squeaks. The crowd

should be more involved, though,

especially in close games.

Starks Reality

NBA Action proves that looks

don't make a game great—game-

play does. Action is hardwood

heaven and a must-have for

sports fans drooling to dribble.

NBA Action by Sega Sports

GAMEPRO (IT) September 1996
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Power Soccer Qualifies But Cant Steal Gup

Adidas Power Soccer• Poiuer Soccer Tips

PlayStation

La

By Tommy Glide

Adidas Power Srxcer kicks its ball into the nearly

full bag of PlayStation soccer sims. A strong con-

tender, it doesn't upset VR Soccer, the current greatest

Power Kick Off

Prepare to take the Held with up to three other players and any of 77

city teams from France. Germany, and England. The user interlace is

tricky at first, but you can compete in a friendly match, a tournament,

or go the long haul for the season. Everything's adjustable, from the

harshness of the referee to the condition of the field.

While Power Soccer plays more like a sim in both the Arcade and

Sim modes, the Arcade mode adds flashy graphics and lets you get

away with more fouls. Although the game moves fairly quickly, penal-

ties often break up the pace.

The controls and player switching are somewhat jerky, but you

can overcome this if you can get used to the unconventional style of

control and passing. Different button combinations you'll discover

reveal cheap moves like shoving and fancy footwork like rainbow and

bicycle kicks.

w

PROTIP: When on defense in the Arcade mode, yn can p\Vf0k%*
npnimenl .1 mean karate kick In siimjllaiicnnsh pressing and "•

.

Power Graphics

Graphically, the polygonal players and 3D stadium are well constructed.

Every animation is motion captured right down to a celebratory cart-

wheel after a goal or a limping player on a slide tackle. But these anima-

tions aren't seamless; for instance, you may see a running player sud-

denly slide tackling without an accompanying transition animation.

With standard crowd noise and decent menu music, the sounds

rank a little belter than average. The onfield effects are pretty good,

and you can hear the ball ripple against the back of the net on a goal.

The announcer is the typical English guy who delivers a few good

lines, but you'il hear the same ones too frequently.

Power Performance

Power Soccer looks good, sounds

good, and plays decently enough

once you get ihe hang of ii. The

ugliest side of this game is the

shameless Adidas half-time pro-

motional video, but you can skip

over it. In the quest for the best.

Power Soccer challenges VR Soc-

cer (offering four players to VR's two), and for some, it'll be a matter

of preference. Overall. Power Soccer fields a winning, if not champi-

onship, team. H

Adidas Power Soccei by Psygnosis

Llx, (gJADjl

159.99

Available now

4 players (using

adapter!

77 leams

Multiple views

Rep lav value: High

ESRB rating: Kids

lo Add lis

GAMEPRO
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COORS FIELD."

THE HIND IS BLOWING

OUT TO LEFT,

AND YOUR BUDDY'S

HANGING CURVE LOOKS

ABOUT THIS BIG.

Grapefruit, just hanging there for you to swat like a big

round plhala. You might not got ihis cliame again. After

ah, it's Coon Field* where the air is your friend. And who

blows, your next game will probably he at Tiger Stadium'"

where the outfield is so deep you have to change

area codes to call hack to the bullpen. In fact,

World Series Basehair II
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PlayStation

Franh Thomas "Big Hurl"" Baseball

By Scary "Bigger Hurt" Larry

This Acclaim title had a lot going for if iiniil we saw

Triple Play '97. Bui now that the PlayStation baseball

stadium is so crowded, this one has a few strikes against it....

Big Ain't Better

This game wasn't bad on the Saturn (see "Spoils Pages"), but that's be-

cause the competition on the Saturn is limited to one other game,

World Series Baseball. While this one's definitely better than the lame

16-bit versions of last year, Big Hurt on the PlayStation's a foul tip.

The gameplay is standard base-rounding fun, replete with a pick

of teams, a swollen roster of slats, and the backing of a full MLBPA li-

cense. The game, however, lacks some key controls, like changing the

batter's stance. speed bursts while running, and more than three pitches

per pitcher.

The motion-captured player graphics are crisp, clean, and realistic.

Oddly, the players become pixelated when they strike out.

The sounds provide standard stadium effects, like crowd noise and

an occasional catcall. There's plenty of wood-cracking from the bats,

bul nothing above the ordinary.

Hurts So-So Goodgfl|

If you're a fan of Frank Thomas, you should deli niiely play Big Hurt.

But a .serious fan of the sport looking for a lopnolch game can do better

than this. A little more time, a little more effort, and a lot more options

would have helped. It's not a strike out—it's more like a long, slow

pop fly. ffl

€ Virtual Open Tennis

Cahirn Tennis cranks its opening serve on the Saturn

with Virtual Open Tennis, a flawed bul even-

tually addicting game. Underneath the weak graphics and

sounds, tennis tans will discover fast-paced, challenging, ar-

cade-style gameplay.

Overhead Smash
VOT offers singles or doubles action in Exhibition or Tour-

nament modes on clay, grass, and hard courts with ten fan- PROTIP: When vou'n

tasy players. Each racquet comes equipped with three swings, ball so you have lime t<

three serves, and three lobs, and your player automatically

smashes and dives as needed.

This strong list of features is augmented by natural, responsive con-

trols that'll have you pulverizing the ball with only a modicum of train-

ing. Another solid feature—colored dots on the court that help you deter-

mine the ball's path- flatten the learning curve.

Double Vault Hp* ^
-

Like too many next-gen games, VOT's burdened with an excess of use-

less views. The lone playable perspective reduces the decent polygonal

players to minuscule, grainy, 16-bit sprites, which in turn interferes with reluming the ball. Bland courts and

smooth, realistic player movements round out the sketchy visuals.

Nauseating elevator music paces each match—you'll rum it off with all due haste. Fortunately, the decent

racquet and court sounds have an authentic Hair.

Since VOT's the sole recourse lor Saturn tennis fans, it's a "love it or leave it" situation. Despite signifi-

cant problems, practice and patience will unearth enough engaging iianieplay to draw you in. I

GAMEPRQ (84") SiplembBr 199G
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This rall.Tecmo will be releasing TECMO SUPER BOWL for the Sony PlayStation™ system.

Because of the unusually high demand for Tecmo Super Bowl III last year, Tecmo would like to assist you in

obtaining a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL from your favorite retailer.

In order to avoid the shortage problems which occurred with Tecmo Super Bowl III, Tecmo is making a special

priority shipment program available to retailers and distributors, who choose to participate, from AUGUST 1, 1996
TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1996.

Tecmo encourages you to go to your favorite participating retailer and reserve a copy of TECMO SUPER BOWL
by placing a non-refundable deposit between AUGUST 1, 1996AND SEPTEMBER 1, 1996.

In order to assist you.Tecmo suggests that you fill out the reservation/deposit form below and drop it off at any

participating retailer.

TECMO
SUPER BOWL

CHECK OUT SOME OF THE NEW FEATURES:
• Create your own Dream Team
• Live commentary
• Instant replay

• Tournament mode
• All 30 NFL Teams (including the Ravens)

• Contains over 1200 real NFL players

• Each player has 20 different variable characteristics

IT'S UN-BOWL-IEVABLE
&=«_E1

|

Dear Retailer:

TECMO9 SUPER BOWL
RESERVATION/DEPOSIT FORM:

The customer whose name and address is listed below wishes to place a non-refundable deposit on Tecmo Super
Bowl. Please contact your local game distributor and/or your central buying office for specific instructions.

Name Amount of Deposit $

Store Stamp or Receipt

City

Phone Number_

-Zip-

Reserve me copy(s) for the Sony PlayStation™

TECMO SUPER BOWL should be available in September of 1996.

Watch this magazine for late breaking updates regarding game features and when
Tecmo Super Bowl will be in stores near you.

Visit Tecmo Interactive at: http://www.tecmo.co.jp

PlayStation'" ^fj|| ,^S£BSSK2&
Exclude! iflR?

*"*»«""-"

Tecmo, Inc. • 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 Fax (310) 787-3131
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* Olppic Summer Games
lh .Infinnv Itiiltgiiini1

Plail^flNnn
Olympic Summer Games stumbles across the finish line

"
as though it were nudged by Zola Bucld, ending up

miles behind ihe gold-medal winning Imum annual Track & Field.

More Is Less

Three modes of play and 15 events, including the 100-meter dash,

rapid-fire pistol, archery, and triple jump are included. Others, such as

skeet shooting and weight lifting, are mere novelties that require little

skill and provide no Fun Factor payoff. The 400-meter run and 110-me-

ter swim are far too long, and the CPU opponents use superhuman

speed bursts to blow by you for victory. You'll lie able to shatter most

Bfli

world records the first couple of times you play, and the multiplayer

competition is lame—sometimes you don't even race head-to-head

unless you both qualify for the medal round.

The fully rendered athletes move smoothly, highlighted by nice

details like runners stretching out before entering the blocks. Unfortu-

nately, events like the discus and the long jump look 16-bit, the javeli-

neer throws like Lammar from Revenge of the Nerds, and you can't

even tell what's going on when you hoist yourself up for the pole vault.

As for the sounds, don't expect an intelligent announcer or verbal

congratulations when breaking a record. All you'll find are constant

cliches backed by a static crowd with no Olympic spirit.

The Torch Is Out

Individually, some events have their moments. Overall, though, this

game needs more training before com-

peting against world-class competitors

like International Track & Field. I

Olympic Summer Games
By Eidos Interactive

K^O^I
Available now

Track & field

3 players

ESRB rating: Kids

..: Ad nils

World Series

Bv Air Hendrix

Genesis „'.
. ., .

It s hard to imag-

ine a bigger rip-off than College

Slam's knock-off ofNBA Jam

(see "Sports Pages," July), but

World Series '96 earns that dubi-

ous honor. Beyond tuning the

gameplay and fixing some bugs,

the only change Sega made since

World Series '95 is adding in the

1996 schedule and Opening Day

rosters. Yup, put your wallets away

—it's virtually the same game.

And, though it's a bit out-

dated, a fine game it still is. With

comprehensive features, quality

graphics, and addictive arcade

gameplay, WSB '96 is great fun

for anyone who doesn't own its

predecessor. If you still haven't

bought a baseball game for your

Genesis, WSB '96 should be at the

top of your list. Otherwise, join the

ranks of the disappointed. B

By Air Htndrix

Although Virtual

Tennis fares a bit

better than Power Serve Tennis,

the PlayStation still lacks a quality

tennis game. Boring graphics,

poor sounds, and flaccid gameplay

send this one right into the net.

VT's features include match

and tournament modes, 16 fantasy

players, 4 serves, 4 strokes, and 3

lobs. The controls handle respon-

sively, but the lack of dives and

the simplistic serving are only the

beginning of VT's problems. The

A.I.'s just plain dumb, playing

with little strategy or variety. The

result? Occasionally fun but gen-

erally repetitive gameplay.

Plain, polygonal graphics,

painful Muzak, and ludicrous

sound effects serve as the final

blow. You've been warned—avoid

this game like you'd avoid one of

John McEnroe's tantrums.
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STAR FIGHTER
Star Fighter: One flaming warhawk thrusting you at Mach speed from the Earth's upper

atmosphere to the warping vacuum of space where the only thing thinner than the air is you

chance of survival. Swarms of enemy birds in real-time rendered-on-the-fiy 3-D environment

and enough ground-based lock-on firepower to ground you for good! Strap yourself in for a

G-force, air-to-space challenge that'll separate the fly-boys from the fly-by-nights!

PLAYSTATION" SATURN
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The Monthly guide to the World of Role-Playing Games September

By Sir Scary Larry

Because it's primarily an ac-

tion game, Legend of Oasis

might seem an odd choice for

this section of the magazine,

but it also has all the classic

elements of a serious RPC:

weapons, spells, mystical

enemies, and faraway lands.

Though somewhat juvenile,

this smooth-moving and col-

orful action RPC is engaging

and enjoyable.

A Spirited Cause
You take up the cause of

Leon, who lives in Aquaria,

a small village in Oasis. The

Aquarians have few con-

cerns—that is, until the arm-

lets of Knowledge and Will

are rediscovered . Relics of

an age-old struggle between

good and evil, the armlets are

your cause celebre as you

travel the land of Oasis in

search of the truth behind

the ancient dispute.

You begin the game with

just a short sword and some

cool-looking combination

moves. You can swing, jump,

spin-kick, dash, and crouch-

roll to enter small caves, exit

treacherous waterfalls, and

defeat myriad enemies.

Help appears in the form

of spirit guides, nymphish lit-

Legend of Oasis by Sega

[@|@1 J^jffjBEIil

tax
Available now

Action RPG

1 player

Replay value: High

lo Adults

PROW: After you summon Dytio, the ma-

ter fairy, you can freeze certain fountains

and use them as stepping stones. The best

place to do so is in Efreet's fire cave.

PftOTIP: In the

where you fall into

the pit Is important.

tie helpers that wield impres-

sive spells. The guides repre-

sent water, earth, wind, fire,

and darkness with corre-

sponding attacks, but they

do not assist you freely. You

must summon them through

invocation objects. For in-

stance, you can conjure Dytto,

the water fairy, only near wa-

terfalls or water fountains.

The Legend Lives On
Oasis's graphics feature a vi-

brant palette and bright, sharp,

Aladdin-esque sprites. You'd

swear that this game was cre-

ated by Disney. Though the

enemies are less than inspired,

the visuals attached to the

magic spells compensate.

The audio is pretty good

but not spectacular. Moans,

groans, metal-clashing swords,

and the bellowing of enemies

are clear but unimaginative.

Speaking parts for the charac-

ters would have helped.

The controls react quickly

and are fairly simple most of

the time. Swinging, running,

and jumping are speedy one-

button actions. Some of the

combos do require fast-finger

reflexes, and the weapons

also have intricate combos

that are tricky to master.

A Spot of Water
Legend of Oasis will give seri-

ous RPCers a fun break from

the monotony of weapon and

skill management, gold hoard-

ing, and spell learning. This

lively action game is an oasis

in the Saturn RPG desert.

GAMEPRO (92"") September- 139G

PROW: Use Dytto's

Tornado Attack

against the boss

that guards the fire

nymph.

PROW: Try jumping on ledges, such as

these outside the last house on the left

of Aquaria, to reach higher ground.

PROW: The first boss

Is patterned and easy.

Justjump over the

water rings It creates,

then use the arrow to

work on the body.

PROW: You can use the wand
to break dead trees. Move for-

ward, back, then forward again,

and press B.

PROW: The short sword has a

combo that's effective against

zombies: Move forward, back,

then forward again, and press B.





Role-Player's Realiti

Dragon Force E3
By Sir Scary Larry

future Fantasies
,A sneak peek at upcoming games for RPG fans! /

GamepLay & Fan Factor*

What makes Dragon Force so appealing is the mix of action and strat-

egy. Planning the battle is almost as fun as watching the ensuing car-

nage, and you'll be surprised at how some of the combat turns out.

This game is a Force to be reckoned with!

Working Designs is without a doubt the premier force in RPGs for the

Saturn. With games like Iron Storm (see ProReview, July) and Magic

Knight Ray Earth (see Preview), Ihe publisher has cornered all aspects

of the RPG market Now Working Designs fust blows everything else

away with the shinning Dragon Force.

r^\
Dragon Force's battle inter-

face resembles that of Ogre

Battle. You send scouts to

search villages, pick fights,

and gather information. The

crowded combat scenes are

also well directed, with lots

ot action a la Braveheart. As

in Lunar, the cinematic cut

scenes are topnotch.

/Cs3
Get ready to read a manual.

The controls are all menu

based, but there are a ton of

them. And they're not pick-

up-and-play friendly. You can

switch the camera angles

manually during a melee, so

there's plenty of button press-

ing during the fights.
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Payback
AK^Time!

As arcade machines, they inhaled all your

pocket money. It's time to get even.

I You're older now, faster, better.

i
Now you can bring these classics

home and challenge them all over again.

.-'] And no one will see if they still whup you.

i.co«£
lo< *e
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Role-Player'sRe
£>/ King's Field II

future fkrtasjes
A sneak peek at upcoming games for RPG ft

Although last year's King's

Field was less than impres-

sive, this sequel demands at-

tention with crisp graphics,

sturdy gameplay, and imagi-

native and inspired enemies.

This time around, the battles

are deadlier, the exploration

area is more expansive, and

Ascii has done a much better

job of making the game feel

completely interactive. The

ability to warp from place to

place helps the game move

along briskly. There's also a

lot more detail in the periph-

eral NPCs, like the villagers

and merchants. Fans of the

first game will definitely want

King's Field II in their library.

—Scary Larry

Magic Knight Ray Earth

Based on the upcoming super-

cutesy Japanese anime pro-

duction of the same name,

this RPG features three young

schoolgirls from Tokyo who
go on a mystical mission to

do some evil-busting and save

a princess or two. Overlayed

with fine cinematics a la Lunar

and some awesome rendered

enemies, this game looks like

another winner from Working

Designs. It also features more

than 90 minutes of audio, so

every character you meet

speaks to you from the disk.

Don't let the anime look fool

you—this game is as tough

as any other RPG out there.

—Scary Larry
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Prepare for chills and thrills if you dare enter

Scary Larry's io

U abusemenl park! While most amusement parks are places

of fun and laughter, Scary's park is filled with

traps and surprises sure to give you the «,

fright of a lifetime! Watch out for the f/f ..

Tunnel of Horror, Ferris Wheel uf Fright, f\^\
and House of 1000 Screams among L <.

other wicked attractions all geared to ?,

make mincemeat out of ya!

Try to escape from the park in as little

time as possible to he eligible to win y
some awesome prizes plus get your ^f
name printed in GAMEPRO maga-

zine! So toss that cotton candy >
-

and popcorn, and get set for *,

the ride of your lifetime!

1-900-454-6600
Calls costs St.29 a minute and calls average .

£N^ Matthew Landry

Swansea, MA
1.85 minutes

i
-M

m "

'G SOON! Scary Larry's Gm

/'

t Springs, CA

8.02 minutes

IMS
'Grand Frizz

V/fnner*
Next-generation video game

system of your choice!

(Saturn, PlayStation, or Nintendo G4)

Umner-Upc-:
Official, collector's item

GAMEPRO Tshirt!



FIGHTER'S EDGE

In the second installment of Tekken 2,

we break down the new characters,:

Jun and Lei, the rest of the original

fighters, and some of the boss charai

ters. We reveal how to perform their

best combos and all their special

moves, linking moves, and throws.

Check future issues onCamePro for

more of the boss characters!

Note: All techniques are described under the assumption that your character is

facing to the right H they're facing left, reverse any Toward and Away commands.

> 3M



Super Moves
Super moves take a lew seconds to

execute and leave you open for an

attack. If a super move connects,

however, it will inflict massive dam-

age. These moves are shown on

the following pages. Note: Not all

the fighters have super moves.

Counter Moves

Learn these essential basic skills Counter ThrOWS

before you enter the tournament.

The following moves are universal

for each fighter.

Counter a throw with a throw. If

timed correctly, the two throws will

cancel each other. Then you can

perform another throw, special

move, or combo.

New in Tekken 2 is the ability to

counter incoming moves. These

moves are shown on trie following

pages. Note: Not all the fighters

have counter moves.

How to Run
You can make each fighter run by

tapping -», *. If your opponent is

far away and you run toward them,

you'll perform a head-butt. Running

when you're close to an opponent

tackles them.

Tackle Attacks

From a running tackle, score extra

hits by tapping LP, RP, LP, RP.

Note: To perform Yoshimitsu's tackle

attack, tap RP.

Moves While

Running

Each fighter can perform these spe-

cial moves while running toward an

opponent.

Dive attack

While running, tap (LP RP).

Slide Attack

While running, tap RK.

Run Over YourEnemy

Get Up and Fight

When your fighter is knocked down

during a match, there are several

ways to recover offensively and de-

fensively.

Roll to the Side

Rolling to the side is a new recov-

ery move. While on the ground, tap

LP.

Low-Kick Recovery
While on the ground, tap LK.

High-Kick Recovery
While on the ground, tap RK.

Roll Forward
While on the ground, tap +.

Roll Backward
While on the ground, tap *", Play-

ers can chain together recovery

moves. For example, while on the

ground, tap LP to roll to the side,

then tap -» to roll forward, or tap *
to roll backward.

Lunge-Forward Recovery
Tap * and as soon as your charac-

ter starts to move, tap (*- LK RK).

Use this tactic when an opponent is

running in or just starting a move.

Lunge Backward and
Forward Recovery

You can damage an opponent on

the ground by running toward them.

ROWtoPOT
AS THE BOSSES AND

HIDDEN FIGHTERS
The game difficulty or how many

rounds you fight doesn't affect how

you reach the bosses and hidden

fighters. You don't even have to win

each fight with a perfect victory. The

quickest way to get to the bosses is

to set the difficulty to "Easy," the

game time to 20 seconds, and the

number of rounds to one.

with a sub-boss and without

switching characters during play.

To play as Devil and Angel, you

must finish the game with Kazuya

and without switching characters.

To play as any of the sub-bosses,

finish the game with each of the ten

main fighters and without switching

characters during play. Each time

you beat the game with a different

character, you get a new sub-boss.

^M
%$**&*

Tap «- and as soon as your charac-

ter starts to move, tap (-» LP RP).

Use this tactic when an opponent is

running in or just starting a move.
To play as the hidden character

Kazuya, you must beat the game

CAMtPRO (99"; September 19SG

To play as Alex or Roger, you must

first have all the sub-bosses,

Kazuya, Devil, and Angel loaded on

your memory card. Then start a

normal game and during the third

match on the final round, you must

make a "comeback victory" with

less than five percent of your

health. Accomplish this, and Alex or

Roger will step in and challenge

you to a fight. After the fight, return

to the character lineup. Alex and

Roger are now selectable fighters!



Move List Color Key: The color key below indicates the type of move.
Linkers = Rust Counter Moves = Purple Special Moves = Green

Jlun
Arm Flip When in close, tap (RP RK)

Arm Breaker When in close, tap (LP LK)

Behind Grab When behind enemy,

tap(LPLK]or(RPRK)

Arm Takedown When in dose, hold (* RP LK)

Counter Hold(«-LPLK)or(t-RPRK)

Double Stab Punch Tap LP, LP

Roundhouse

Flip Kick

Tap (LK RK)

Front Snap Kick Hold -Map (LK RK(

Stab Punch Hold -», tap LP

Back Flip Hold *-, tap LK

Flip Kick

Uppercut Juggle

Hold «-, tap LK, RP

Roundhouse Tap (-» RK)

Axis Shift

Roundhouse

Tap (+ LK)

Sweep Tap(VRK)

Shin Kick to

Backhand

Tap (LP RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(tRP)or(*RP)

Super Axis

Roundhouse
Tap (-* LK), hold -»

Lei
Keck Breaker When in close, tap (RP RK)

Leg Press When in close, tap (LP LK)

Arm Flip When in close, tap *,

hold (» LP RP)

Behind Grab When behind enemy,

tap (LP LK) or (RP RK)

Lie Down

Note: You can pertom

Hold (J- LK RK)

i two moves following this move.

Lie Down to

Kick Thrust

Hold
(
i LK RK), tap (LK RK)

Lie Down to

Rising Spin Kick

Hold (iLKRK), tap LK.RK

Turn Back to Hold («- LK RK)

Enemies

Note: You can perform six moves following this move.

Body Tackle to

Punching Bag

Super Moves = Blue

Hold if, tap [LP RP). quickly

tap RP, LP, RP, LP, RP, LP

Turn Back to

BackfM
Hold («- LK RK), tap LP

Turn Back to

Takedown Punch
Hold(«-LKRK),tap(4.LP)

Turn Back to

Uppercut

Hold (* LK RK), tap RP

Turn Back to

Side Kick

Hold (« LK RK), tap RK

Turn Back to

Back Flip

Hold («- LK RK), tap (LK RK),

(LK RK), (LK RK)

Turn Back to

Flying Kicks

Hold (*- LK RK), tap (A RK
RK)

Flying Roundhouse Tap (t RK), RK

Spinning Roundhouse Tap LK, RK

Side Kick

Takedown
Hold (-» LK), tap RK

Leg Trip Tap LK, LK

Backward
Spin Kick

Tap RK, LK

Flying Leg

Takedown
Tap *, •*, hold (* LK)

Dive Attack White running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(tRP)or(*RP)

Super Move Hold <-, tap (LP RK)

Note: You can perforin two moves following this move.

Super Kick Hold «-, tap (LP RK), hold «-,

tapRK

Super Side Kicks Hold «-, tap (LP RK), hold «-,

tap LK, LK
,
LK, LK

Paul
Reverse Arm Cross When in close, tap (RP RK)

Shoulder Throw When in close, tap (LP LK)

Leg Flip When in close, tap (* LP LK)

Power Elbow
Throw

When in close, tap *,

(-» LP RP)

Arm Takedown When in close, hold \
tap (LP RP)

Behind Grab When behind enemy,

tap(LPLK)or(RPRK)

Hold t, lap (LP RP), hold 4>,

tapRP,LP, LP, neutral for a

second, quickly tap RK, LP,

(LP RP)
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Counter Ho)d(«-LPLK)or(«-RPRK)

Lunge Punch Motion i it 4 RP

Flip Kick Tap-»,(-»RK)

Note: This move stuns a blocking opponent.

Elbow Punch Hold A, tap (^ RP)

Note: You can perform two moves following this move.

Elbow Punch to

Uppercut

Hold 4.. lap (* RP) for the

Elbow Punch, then tap RP

Elbow Punch to

Lunge Punch
Hold I, tap (ii RP) for the

Elbow Punch, then tap LP

Super Elbow Punch Tap », hold -», tap RP

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick White running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(t RP)or(^RP)

Super Move Hold «-, tap (LP RP)

IVI IeCheS 1leS

Fisherman's Suplex When in close, tap (RP RK)

Front Suplex When in close, tap (LP LK)

Full-Nelson Suplex When in close, hold ii,

tap (LP RP)

Behind Grab When behind enemy,

tap (LP LK) or (RP RK)

Power Punch Tap (LP RP)

Two-Hit Juggle

Uppercut

Tap Cm RP), LP

Front Snap Kick Tap (* LK)

Punch and
Side Step

Tap [* RP)

Spinning Back Kick Tap (LK RK), RK

Elbow Lunge Tap -», (-» LP)

Super Elbow Lunge While crouching, hold ^.

tapRP

Lunge Punch Motion 1 'm LP

Rising Uppercut TapLK,RP

Charging Uppercut Tap (» LP)

Dive Attack White running, tap (LP RP)



Throws = Red

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Move List Color Key: The color key below indicates the type of move.
Linkers = Rust Counter Moves Purple Special Moves = Green Super Moves = Blue

Hard Pounce Tap (t RP) or (* RP)

Super Hard Pounce Tap(JLKRK)

Super Move Hold -*, tap (LP RK)

Heihachi
Power Bomb Tap(RPRK)

Neck Breaker Tap (LP LK)

Head-Butt Tap -*, (-» LP RP(

Behind Grab When behind enemy,

tap (LP LK) or (RP RK)

Counter Tap <-, «-, (LK RK)

Sweep Kick Tap(*RK),RK

Charging Uppercut Motion -» 4- * RP

Flying Kick Tap -», *, [* LK)

Note: This move stuns a blocking opponent.

Axe Kick Tap (-* RK)

Rip-Kick

Hard Pounce
Tap RK, LK

Super Uppercut Motion -» i Si LP

Double-Punch

Uppercut

Tap (Si LP), RP

Sweep Kick Motion ->UflK

Note: Keep tapping RK lor more hits.

Super Axe Kick Tap -», (-* LK)

Super Lunge Punch Motion i Si ** RP

Flying Side Kick Motion -> 4- 1i LK

Flying Sweep Kick Motion^ 4, hold V tap LK

Flying Roundhouse : Tap(*LK),RK

Power Uppercut Tap -», (-* RP)

Elbow Smash to

Lunge Punch
Tap (4 LP), (•* RP)

Power Stomp When opponent is on Hie

ground, tap [
4 RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(t RP)or(^RP)

Super Move Hold A, tap (LP RK)

Jacic 2
Wrist-Up Slam When in close, tap (RP RK)

Catapult Throw When in close, hold \ tap

{RP RK)

Pile Driver When in close, tap *, hold

-», tap (LP RP)

Back Breaker When in close, motion 4 <i
,

hold *-, tap RP

Pyramid Driver When in close, motion 4 Si,

hold -*, tap LP

Behind Grab When behind enemy, tap

(RP RK) or (LP LK)

Hell Press to

Chest Slam

When in close, tap (LP LK),

then quickly tap (LP RP)

Spring Hammer
Punch

While crouching, hold 4,

tap (LP RP)

Machine-Gun

Knuckle

Tap (tf LP), LP, LP, LP, LP,

RP

Double Hammer Tap (LP RP), (LP RP)

Megaton Punch Motion *- * 4 RP

Power Scissors Tap (-* LP RP)

Sit on the Spot TapfLKRK)

Sitting Move Tap (LK RK), LP, RP, LP, RP

Bravo Knuckle Tap (4- LP RP)

Megaton Sweep Motion fiC 4-, hold Si, tap LP

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Sprawl While running, tap (LK RK)

Hard Pounce Tap(tRP)or(*RP)

Motion 360 degrees toward

opponent starting from «-,

then tap LP

Nate: Keep doing the motion to the count of five to

increase the power ofthe punch.

Kazuya
Double Kick Hold When in close, tap (LP LK)

Hip Toss When in close, tap (RP RK)

Behind Grab When behind enemy, tap

(LPLK)or(RPRK)

Head-Butt When in close, tap *, (* LP

RP)

Counter Tap-*

Stun Punch While rising, tap RP

Sweep Kick Motion -* I si RK, tap RK

Lunging Uppercut Tap-», 4-,hold\tapRP

Charging Uppercut Tap-*, 4, hold si, tap LP

Hurricane

Sweep Kicks

Tap(*RK),RK,RK,RK

Takedown Tap (* LP RP)

Front Flip Tap RK, LK

Axe Kick Tap -*, (» LK)

Snap Kick Tap (•» RK)

Spinning Backhand Tap (-» RP)

Jumping Spin Kick Tap (tRK) or (*RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(TRP)orpRP)

Super Uppercut Tap («- LP RK), or hold «-,

tap (LP RK)

l_ee
Atomic Noogie Tap (RP RK)

Rude Awakening Tap (LP LK)

Dragon Knee Tap *, hold -», tap (LK RK)

Behind Grab When behind opponent, tap

(LP LK) or (RP RK)

Side Kick Tap(SiLK)

Low Flip Kick Charge 4 one second, tap

(f RK)

Note: Tap * to flip toward opponent: tap K to flip away.

High Flip Kick Charge 4 one second, hold

(tRK)
Note: Hold * to Hip toward opponent: hold ^ to tlip away.

Super Flip Kick Charge 4- one second, tap

(t LK RK)

Note: Tap * to flip toward opponent; tap *• to flip away.

Front Snap Kick Motion i * RK

Slide Hold 4, tap si, (St LK)

Lunging Dragon Slide Tap *,-*, (LK RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap (t RP) or (* RP)
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Super Back Kick Tap(4LKRK)



Move List Color Key: The color key below indicates the type of move.
Linkers = Rust Counter Moves = Purple Special Moves = Green Super Moves = Blue

aefrc
Snap Mare When in close, tap (RP RK)

Side Hip Toss When in close, tap (LP LK)

Trip Up When in close, tap (* LP LK)

Neck Breaker Tap -», (-» RP)

Behind Grab When behind opponent, tap

(LP LK) or (RP RK)

Holding Stance Tap *-, (* LK)

Axe Kick Hold «-, tap (*• LK)

Stomp Kick Tap *, (-» RK)

Spinning Air Kicks Tap (* LK),RK,LK

Back Fist Tap (-* RP)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(tRP)or(*RP)

Super Leg Drop Tap (^ LKRK)

Kuruimitsu
Face Bash When in close, tap (RP RK)

Body Press When in close, tap (LP LK)

Hip Toss When in close, tap i|«- LP LK)

Behind Grab When behind opponent, tap

(LP LK) or (RP RK]

Flip Kick Tap -», (-» LK RK)

Flip Kick to

Corkscrew
Tap -», (-» LK RK), (LP RP)

Spinning Elbow Tap («- LP)

Note: Keep tapping LP to repeat spins.

Spinning Leg Sweep Tap (* LK)

Note: Keep tapping LK to repeat spins.

Knee Charge Tap -», (-» RK)

Sweep Kick Hold i, motion ii -» LK

Side Stab Tap (*- RP)

Overhead Stab Tap (* RP)

Lunging Side Stab Tap -*, -», RP

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Hard Pounce Tap [7> LK RK)

Super Hard Pounce Tap (t RP)

w. Jade:
Wrist-Up Slam When in close, tap (RP RK)

Hell Press to

Chest Slam

When in close, tap (LP LK)

Face Plant When in close, motion *- tf

4- (RP LK)

Behind Grab When behind enemy, tap

(RP RK) or (LK RK)

Choke Hold to

Power Punch
When in close, tap (RP RK),

motion * ^ 4- ii » RP

Machine-Gun

Knuckle

Tap K LP), LP, LP, LP,

LP,RP

Double Hammer Tap (LP RP), (LP RP)

Megaton Punch Motion * * 4- RP

Power Scissors Tap {-» LP RP)

Sit on the Spot Tap (P> LK RK]

Megaton Uppercut Motion *- * I ii LP

Ftying Drop Tap (LK RK)

Note: Keep tapping (LKRK) to tty higher.

Standing Dive Attack Tap [» LK RK)

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Hard Pounce Tap(tRP)or(»RP)

Super Chop Tap r* RK), LP

Armor King
Brain Buster Tap (RP RK)

Coconut Crush Tap (LP LK)

Frankensteiner Tap {* LK RK)

DDT Tap *,(* LPRP)

Pile Driver Tap *,(-* LPRP)

Mind Sweeper Motion -* * X i, * -» LP

Behind Grab When behind opponent, tap

(LPLK)or(RPRK)

Brain Buster to

Pile Driver

When in close, tap (RP RK),

quickly tap I, b,[i LPRP)

Spinning Jump Kick Tap *, », (-» LK RK)

Big Boot Tap *, (-» RK)

Knuckle Bomb Tap (11 LP RP)

Uppercut Hold I,*, tap RP

Charging Uppercut Motion -* 4 ^i LP

Shoulder Hard

Pounce
Tap^RPRK)

Walk-In Uppercut Motion -* J. X RP

Moon Press Tap [7> LP RK)

Ally Kick Tap t, (LKRK)

Axis Punch Tap [*~ LP RK)

Dive Attack Tap -*, f* LP RP)

Hammer Head Tap (/LKRK)

Jump Kick Tap *, (-* LK RK)

Knee Hard Pounce Tap (/LKRK)

Shoulder Ram Tap (-» LP RK)

Ftying Death Drop Hold(/LPRP),hold4-

Wang
Over Leg Trip When in close, tap (RP RK)

Hip Toss When in close, tap ( LP LK)

Turn Around

Elbow Strike

Tap S,(ii LKRK)

Lunging Body Press Tap ("» LP LK RK)

Note: This can also be used as a counter move.

Behind Grab When behind opponent, tap

(LP LK) or (RP RK)

Two-Hit Juggle

Uppercut

Tap(iRP),LP

Front Snap Kick Tap (* LK)

Punch and

Side Step

When in close, tap («- RP)

Lunge Punch Tap {•* LP RP)

Charge Punch Tap (-* RP)

Power Punch Motion 4 * •* RP

Dive Attack While running, tap (LP RP)

Dive Kick While running, tap RK

Hard Pounce Tap(t RP)or(/RP)

Super Hard Pounce Tap (* LK RK)

Super Charge Punch Tap («- LPRP)

Super Uppercut Tap *-, (*- LP)

G1MEPR0 (m) Siplemltp 1911



SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

COMBOS

Rising RP Tap LP Tap LP Tap LP TapRP Tap LP TapRK TapLK Tap(LKRK)
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE
Five-Hit Kick-Juggle Combo

Tap(*RK) Tap(LPRP)

Five-Hit Ground to Kick-Up Combo

Tap (* LP) Tap(JRK)

Tap(iLKRK), Tap|*RK) TapRK.RK TapLK TapLK
(LKRK)

Six-Hit Super Ground to Kick-Up Combo

Tap (* LKRKI, Tap LP Tap LP Tap(*LP| Tap (i LP) Tap(iRK)
(LK RK)

Six-Hit Super Kick-Juggle CombO Note: The third LP in this combo doesn I hit your opponent.

Ten-Hit Combos

Ten-Hit Combom Tap(iRP) Tap(-»LP) Tap-»,LP TapRP, LP TapRP TapRK

^^^•^

Tap LP TapRP Tap LP Tap(LKRK) TapRP

Ten-Hit Combo #2

Tap LP TapRK Tap LP TapRP TapLK

^wiii^ iwiS* *

Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap (LK RK) Tap RP

Ten-Hit Combo #3

LP TapRK Tap LP TapRK TapRK

Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap (LK RK) Tap (LK RK) Tap (LK RK) Tap LP Tap LP Tap RP Tap (* RP)

GDMEPRO (Jm) September 1936



SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

COMBOS
Four-Hit Kick-Juggle Com!

mL
Tap(*RK) Tap LP Tap|"RK) Run in, tap I*

RP)

Four-Hit Uppercut Combo

Tap(*RP) Tap (* LP) Tap-»,|*RK) TapR

Five Hit Super Uppercut-Juggle Combo

TapfsRP) Tap (-» LP] Tap », LP TapRP TapLK

Four-Hit Bouble-Clbow Juggle Combo

Tap LP Tap RP

Ten-Hit Combo #2

TapLK TapRP Tap LP TapRP Tap LP TapRK TapRP Tap LP

ta^ik Ws*m*&AMWik rJi J^to
^£fc~

uiujaH

kfeaii *-£m'*^'- :
i\{

pB -" r^r£
Tap LP TapRP TapLK Tap LP TapRK TapRP Tap LP TapRK TapRP Tap LP
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

£^=1113
Four-Hit Uppercut Combo

H
Tap (-UP) Tap LP Tap(iRK) Tap LP

S/x-H/f Super-Uppercut Combo

*i &

-
.

tL
Tap(-»LPRK| Tap »,(» LP) Walk in, tap LP Tap(RPLK)

Five-Hit Kick-Juggle Combo

Tap|*RK) Tap(iLP) Motion i * RK TapLK Tap (Jj

Five-Hit llbow-Uppercut Combo

v>

Tap RP Tap LP Tap LP Tap Tap LK Tap LK Tap RP Tap LP Tap RK Tap LK

EAMEPRO (T«j) September 1 S 96



Motion -> 4- ^i Tap LP

RP

SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

KILLEBCOMBOS
Five-Hit Kick-Juggle Combo

Motion + J. * Tap RK Run in, tap

RK (4- RK)

Four-Hit Power-Uppercut Combo

H
Tap-»,(->RP) Tap LP Tap -»,(-» RP), TapLK

RK

Two-Hit Hard-Pounce Two-Hit Power-Stomp Combo

Ten-Hit Combos

Ten-Hit Combo m
Motion I ** -* Tap |t RP) Tap [i RK LP) Run in, tap

RP (* RK]

;'-w-^

Tap (* LK) Tap RP Tap RP Tap RK Tap RK Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP

Ten-Hit Combo #3

fftfy^*^4|^\«k ^H^l-
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

KILLEBCOMBOS

Tap (* LP) Tap LP Tap RK Tap LK Tap RK Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap (LP RP) Tap (LP RP}

Ten-Hit Combo #2

Tap (4. RP) Tap LP Tap LP Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap RP Tap LP Tap (I LP RP) Tap (LP RP)

GAMEPRO (ioi) September 1 89
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, SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

KILLEBCOMBOS
Four-Hit Sweep-Kick Juggle Combo

Tap ["* RP) Tap LP Tap LP Motion » 4- *

RK

Three-Hit Uppercut-Juggle Combo

Motion 4 4> * Tap LP

RP

Seven-Hit Stun Combo

Tap LP TapRP TapRP Tap(^RP) Tap LP Tap(-»RK)

While standing, Tap (* LP) TapRP Tap LP Tap LP TapRP TapRP
tapRP

Nine-Hit Combo

&t%^?Jt£&fcl
Tap *, (-> RP) Tap LP Tap RK Tap RK Tap RP Tap RK Tap LK Tap RP Tap LP

Ten-Hit Combos
Ten-Hit Combo #1

Tap •»,(-» RP) Tap LP TapRP TapRP TapLK TapRK TapRK Tap LP TapRP
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

KILLERCOMBOS
Five-Hit Super Juggle-Kick Combo

Tap (MRP) Tap LP Tap(*LK) TapLK TapLK

Four-Hit Uppercut Combo

Tapl^RP) Tap(*RK| Tap(*RK) TapLK

Four-Hit Juggle-Kick Combo

c
Motion » * * Tap \> LK) Tap RK Tap LK

LK

Seven-Hit Low to High Kick Combo

E
K

Tap(4.LK] TapLK TapLK Tap LP Tap(*RK) TapLK TapLK

Ten-Hit Combos

Tap RK Tap LK Tap RK Tap LK Tap LK Tap LK Tap LK Tap LK Tap RK Tap LK

Ten-Hit Combo $2

Tap RK Tap LK Tap LK Tap RK Tap LK Tap LK Tap LK Tap RK Tap LK Tap LK
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SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

KUNIMITSU killebCOMBOS
I^.^FB ^"^^^ Four-Hit Double-Uooerait Combo

Tap(*RP) Tap(^RP) Tap->,|-»RK) Tapl^RP)

Five-Hit Juggle-Stab Combo

Tap(*RP) Walk in, tap LP Tap LP Tap LP Tap(*RP|

Five-Hit Uppercut-Juggle Combo

TapP»RP) Tap(<-LP) Tap LP

Seven-Hit Ground-Juggle Combo Note: The third LK misses your opponent.

Tap-»,[->RK) Tap("LKRK)

Tap-»,(-»RP) MotionitfLK HokU.tapLK Hold tf, tap LK, HokK.tapLK Hold-*,tapRK Tap(^RP)
LK

Nine-Hit Super Ground-Juggle Combo Note: The third LK misses your opponent.

r^mX& J*«~***'* •*n--£'
Hold*, tap Tap(iRK) HokH.tap Holdtf.tap TapLK TapLK,LK TapLK Hold->,tap Tap(tfRP)

(II LK) (*LK| LK RK

Ten-Hit Combo
Ten-Hit Combo #1

Tap LP Tap Tap LP TapRK TapRK TapRK Tap LP TapR

EIMEPM (111; leptlllir list
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

mammm
KILLERCOMBOS

Bone-Crushing Linker

It's unfortunate that with all of King's linking moves his

doppelganger Armor King has only one. On the bright

side, Armor King's linking move is easy to perform and it

inflicts massive damage.

Brain Buster to Pile Driver

From the normal throw you can go into a Pile Driver. The

timing is very fast: As soon as you grab your opponent,

start tapping the buttons to execute the other move.

Four-Hit Flip-Kick Juggle Combo

HokU,tap{* TapLP
RP)

Five-Hit Kick-Juggle Combo

Tap(*RK} TapLP

Two-Hit Super Combo

Hold [* LP RP), Hold M LP RP), Motion * * S Tap LP

hold i hold i RP

Tap RP Motion -* 4> * Tap (4- LK RK)

RP

Six-Hit Uppercut-Juggle Combo

TapRP TapLP TapRP

ML
Six-Hit Counter Combo
Note: To start the combo, you must tirst counter an incoming m e with the following: Tap-*,-*, neutral, tap UP.

TapRP TapRK TapRK TapRK

8AMEPR0 (u2) Stptenbtr 19SI



SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

lime-Hit Flip-Kick Combo

Four-Hit Counter Combo
Note: To start this combo, you roost saunter an incoming move.

Motion **RK Walk in, lap LP Tap-»,-»,LK TapRK

Four-Hit Uppercut to Kick Combo

L
Tap(*RK) Tap-»,LP TapRK

Five-Hit Super-CounterCombo
Note: To start this combo, you must counter an incoming move.

Motion l^RK Walk in, tap LP Hold-*, tap RP TapRP

Five-Hit Juggle Side-Kick Combo

Hold*, tap!" HokH.tapLP HokH.tapl" HokU.tapl* Walkin,tapRP TapLP

RK| RK| RK)

Ten-Hit Combo

Ten-Hit Combo D1

Tap(*RP) Tap|*LK) TapLK TapLK

Four-Hit Juggle-Kick Combo

TapRP

Tap »,•*, |LK

RK)

JU^*-X.JU1[^L^^
Tap (li LP} TapRP TapRP TapLP TapLK TapLK TapLK TapRK TapLK TapRK
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THE FIGHTER'S EDGE

COMBOS
Three-Hit Basic Juggle Combo

Bone-Crushing Linker

The grab move that should have linked in Tekken finally

does! This basic linker is easy to perform and inflicts

massive damage.

Choke Hold to Power Punch

From the normal throw you can go into a Power Punch,

The timing is very easy: As soon as you grab your oppo-

nent, and the camera angle switches, start tapping out

the next move.

Tap (Si RP) Tap LP Tap (4> RK)

Four-Hit Super Juggle Combo

When in close, tap (RP RK) Motion «- * 4- Si * RP

Three-Hit Uppercut Combo

Tap (Si RP) Tap (Si LP) Tap LP

Four-Hit Rising Juggle Combo

Motion * * 4- Tap (-» RP) Tap (-> LP RP)

Si LP

Motion « kf 4 Tap (-» RP) Tap (LP RP) Tap (LP RP)
Si LP

Two-Hit Dive-Bomb Combo Five-Hit Super-Move Combo

^& ny? if my &&
Tap|LPRP) Tap(LKRK) Tap (-» RK), LP Hold *, tap LP Tap LP Tap(*LKRK)

Ten-Hit Combo

Ten-Hit Combo #1

Tap(4-RP) Tap LP Tap LP Tap LP TapRP Tap LP TapRP Tap LP Tap (LP RP) Tap(LPRP)
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SPECIAL STRATEGY SECTION

Three-Hit Uppercut Combo

Tap «-, («- LP) Motion i 1* * Tap (* LP RP]

RP

Five-Hit Super Uppercut Combo

COMBOS
Five-Hit Super Uppercut Co

Tap(iRK) Tap LP TapliHK) Tap LP Tap(*LPRP)

Six-Hit Juggle Combo

1
rising, TapLP TapLP TapLP Tap-*. (-> LP RP) Tap(*RK)

^k ^ m* Seven-Hit Ground to Air Juggle Combo

a HHsIBieiiH
Ml^L Tap RK Tap {1 RK) Tap LP Tap [-1 LP) Motion i * Tap LK Tap |i LP RP)

K
Tap RK Tap (4 RK) Tap LP Tap (4 LP) Motion I * Tap LK Tap (* LP RP)

Seven-Hit Juggle-Punch Combo

EI
While rising, TapLP TapLP TapLP Tap(4RK) TapLP Tap(^LPRP)
tapRP

Ten-Hit Combo

Ten-Hit Combo #1

TapRP TapLP TapLP TapRP TapLK TapLK TapLK TapRK TapRK TapLP

GAME PRO (Tli) Seplentber 1 9 9 G



Call GamePro s Hot Tips Hotline

11-900-860-TiPS
1-900-860-8477]

ntroducin.

lament-Winning Combos and Strategies

OPTION 5
Call for complete move
lists for every character in

1

ese hot fighting games, plus up-to-the-

inute news on upcoming releases like

ortal Kombat 4.

atured this month:

ess 1 Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

(Saturn)

2 Street Fighter Alpha 2

(Saturn, PlayStation, Arcade)

ess 3 Tekken 2

(PlayStation)

X
due

N LINe
OPTION 7

deo games. You get to listen in!

ave different celebs every

Getta C
The hottest tips .,

favorite system!

Press 1 Sony P"

Press 2 Sega Saturn

Press 3 Alternate Systems

Hit Us With Your Best Tip
Leave or pick up tips and
cheats from some of the OPTION 2
best gamers around! B^HiHHHHB
Press 1 Sony PlayStation

Press 2 Sega Saturn

Press 3 3DO
Press 4 Sega Genesis

Press 5 Super Nintendo

Get k Classic Clue
Dust off those old carts and
get the best tips for your OPTION 3
favorite system.

Press 1 Super Nintendo

Press 2 Sega Genesis

Press 3 3DO

Tip of the Week!!!!
Slammin' 32-bit tips ——- _.. .

of the week! OPTION 4

Scary Larry's Hot Picks
Leave your best tip for

Scary Larry...you may OPTION 6

J.
New Tips Every Week!

|

Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1.29 a
minute. Be sure to get your parents' permission to use
GamePro s Hot Tips Hotline if you are under 18 years
of age. Messages subject to change without notice.

Coming soon...Role Player's Realm.
A service of GamePro Media Group in San Mateo, CA.

AIsd available in Canada!

1-900-451-5552
Calls cost $1.49 a minute [Canadian]
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We Accept:

RUSH
DELIVERY!

is available on all in slock Hams.

These are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!
We also offer: Sega CD,

CDX, 32X, and 3DO

Want Something? Can't

Find It?

WE'VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and

Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Product!

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612-946-8101

Funco Order Form

Phone
(

System Title

Tax

Shipping

Handling $4 00

Total

riV .:.! "",i.rici SI 93 per Hem

CREDIT CARD UNTIL YOUR GAMES HAVE BEEN

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8101
Look for us on the World Wide Web'

http://www.funcoland.com D
[Win"a"$25 Funco Gift Certificate!"!

1 rrr-

zznzz



Video Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics

iaturn
Night Warriors: Darkstalkers' Revenge

More Turbo Speeds and Clean Pause

More turbo speeds: To raise the turbo to ten stars, go to the

Options screen, highlight Turbo, and press X, X, Right, A, Z.

You'll hear a sound. Now you can crank the speed to ten stars

for a real fast tight.

Clean pause: To eliminate the darkening effect and the word

"Pause" from the screen when you pause the game, go to the

Options screen, highlight Screen Size, and press A, C, Y, Y,

Up. You'll hear a sound. Now when you pause the game, the

screen is crystal clear.

Super Nl

• »*i

iaturn
Rise of the Robots 2
Play as Vitriol

To play as the hidden fighter Vitriol, at the fighter-select screen,

press Right, Right, Right, Up, Up, Down, Left, Left, Down,

Down.

9«isi »sa
sea ' &, 3»6,-i-
5Lt a

Level Password

5: Blue, Yellow, Red, Green, Yellow, Red

10: Red, Green, Red, Red, Red, Yellow

15: Yellow, Yellow, Blue, Yellow, Green, Red

20: Yellow, Yellow, Green, Green, Red, Blue

25: Red, Blue, Green, Red, Red, Yellow

30: Green, Blue, Yellow, Green, Red, Red

35: Blue, Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Blue

40: Blue, Red, Red, Yellow, Yellow, Red

45: Green, Blue, Red, Yellow, Blue, Green

50; Yellow, Green, Red, Blue, Green, Green

55: Yellow, Green, Yellow, Blue, Red, Blue

60: Blue, Yellow, Green, Red, Yellow, Red

65: Red, Yellow, Green, Red, Blue, Blue

70: Yellow, Green, Green, Yellow, Blue, Yellow

75: Green, Blue, Blue, Red, Blue, Blue

80: Red, Blue, Red, Yellow, Blue, Green

85: Yellow, Yellow, Red, Red, Green, Red

90: Green, Green, Yellow, Green, Yellow, Green

95: Red, Yellow, Yellow, Green, Blue, Green
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You've heard about XBAN D™ You've read about

it. Now we're literally giving you the chance to

experience it.

XBAND, GAMEPRO and EA SPORTS" present an extraordinary

offer. For a limited time only, you can get the

XBAND VIDEO

GAME MODEM

ny, yun loi i 5C1 li ic

FREtt
Yep, the modem (a $20 value) and your first month of service

(a $10 value) is FREE, while supplies last... Just fill out the form

at the bottom of the page (only an original form from the magazine

will be accepted), mail it in and we'll send you XBAND. That's a

you need to do to experience the ultimate in network gaming,

playing the EA SPORTS and fighting games you love.

Sega Genesis
FIFA"' Soccer 95
Madden NFL"' 95 and 96 I

Mortal Kombat*MKII. '

andMKIII I
NBA" Jam'" f " 1
NBA Live 95 / |

NHL1 95 and 96
Primal Rage

Super Street Fighter

WeaponLord'"

Super NES
DOOM
Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball"

Killer Instinct"

Madden NFL 95 and 96

Mortal Kombat II

NBA Jam

Tournament Edition"

NHL 95 and 96

Super Mario Kart

Super Street Fighter II

WeaponLord

XBAND is the only online service

for Sega'" Genesis'" and Super

Nintendo? Check out some of

XBAND's features (at right).

We can give it to you,

but you'll have to play.

So, for all of you who
think you've met your

match, you haven't been
on XBAND.
The offer's

only good
until October 1

1996 and it's

first come,

first serve...

so hustle already!

lets big time

laments with coot prizes

SEND IN A COMPLETED FORM AND VEIL SENO YOU A MODEM. ITS THAI EASY!

City:
. State:

.
Zip:

System (circle one): Sega Super NES

Mail to: Free XBAND Offer, P.O. Box 2006, Cupertino

of free service, you will be automatically charged qui

parental approval to register with XBAND.
ip charge for continuing. V



VTr ideo Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics » ,*»«,-

Saturn
Battle Arena Toshinden Remix

Big-HeadMode and Different Camera Angles

REMIX

3-head mode: To play as fighters with some seriously big

I heads, hold the top L and R buttons at the Game Options

I screen. With the buttons held down, pick a fighter. Now the

I combatants are deformed.

i'S ,

pWWS

Saturn
The Horde

All Items, Continue Playing with Village Destroyed,

Auto-Map Mode, and Watch All Video Sequences

Different camera angles: To check out the fight using different

camera angles, start a game and pause it. Enter the Options

screen and highlight anything except Exit. Press and hold L,

move the cursor to Exit, and press R. Press the following but-

tons to check out the different angles:

Zoom out: Press Z.

Pause the game and press the following buttons:

All items: Press B, Right, Left, Left, Down, Right, A, A, Lett.

Continue playing with village destroyed: Press A, Down, Down,
Right, A, Down.

Auto-map mode: Press Left, A, Up, Down, B, A, A, B.

Watch all video sequences: Press Right, A, Left, Left, A, Up, B.

Spider-Man: Web of Fire

Debug Menu

To access the debug menu, press Up, Right, Left, A, Z, Y at

the Sega logo with Spider-Man standing on top of it. Start a

game, and press the following buttons to access these cheats:

ug menu: Press X.

programming coordinates: Press Y.

Refill health, webs, lives, and daredevils: Press Z.

p I f! Ill t! C [' 1 191



Crash in Early and Get a

Free Alternative Music CD.
Go to your participating retailer before September 9th and reserve your copy of the incredible, soon-to-be-released Crash Bandicoot."

You'll get a free music CD - a 12 track alternative mix that you won't find anywhere else - while supplies last.

^Wfiini i' > www.sony.com



rcfwjjikBl Video Game Strategies, Weapons, and Tactics

Saturn
Clockwork Knight 2

Minigames, Level Select, and Game End

Minigames: To find the hidden bonus games, pick Bosses

Galore at the games lineup. Then, at the screen with Bosses

Galore and the Start and Options boxes, press Up, Up, Right,

Right, Down, Down, Left, Left, X, Y, X. The word "Minigame"

should appear. Press Start, and you can pick from any of the

seven minigames.

These cheats are done at the title screen when the words "Press

Start Button" flash:

Level select: Press Right, Up, Left, Up, Right, Up, Down, Up,

Left, Up, Left, Up.

Go to game end: Press Right, Up, Left, Up, Down, Up, Right,

Left, Up, Right, Left, Down.

Bust-A-Move 2: Arcade Edition

Play as Other Characters in One-Player Mode

To play as a character other than the little green dragon in Puz-

zle mode, at the Start circle on the main map, press Left, Left,

Up, Down, then simultaneously press L1 , L2, R1 , and R2. A

character-select screen appears. Now you can cycle through the

other characters in the game, including enemies from 1 Player

vs. Computer mode.

Extra Life, Full Shields, Negative and Psychedelic

Palette Effects, Cloaking, and Crazy Robots

To activate these codes, press the buttons below during gameplay.

Words confirming each cheat appear at the top of the screen after

the code is entered.

Extra life: Press , A, O, , O, x, , a, O, a, A, x.

Full shields: Press A, A, x, n, A, O, A, x, D, x, A, x.

Negative palette effect: Press D, A, O, , , x, o, A, , O, x, a.

Psychedelic palette effect: Press , A, O, O, D, A, D, x, A, x, a.

Cloaking: Press A, D, X.O, D, x,o, A, x,n, x, a.

Crazy robots: Press D, x, , x, O, D, O, , A, O, O, .

GAMEPRD (122) iulliribcr 1336



v Editor s Best Stratej
r Guides for 96

Fighting Game Guides
The Complete
Kombat Strategy Set

ByQ

Other Fighting Game
Guides Available:

The Complete
Fighter

'

By Matt Taylor,

I, and Street Fighter II Ti

Cheats! The U
Guide for Genesis

and SNES
By GamePro Editors

Hundreds of secret tips and

tricks for hundreds of Gf

and SuperNES games.

Ultimate PlayStation

Cheats

Power Player's Guide
By Corey Sandler

Tips and strategies for your

favorite C

I'OUULlfj
iu«vi us

Rote Play Game Strategy Guides

Final Fantasy III Pla.

Guide
By Peter

164 pages i

hints, tips,

game run-through.

Other Available RPG Guides:
Phantasy Star IV: Official Player's Guide Duke Nukem 3D: Unauthorized

$12.95 A Genesis A Coda; 0291 Game SeCretS

Lufia & the Fortress of Doom SH-WAPCacotfcp:

King's Quest VII: Official Player's Guide
$18.95 A PC CD-ROM A Code: 0321

Brain Lord: Official Player's Guide

Doom II: The Official Strategy Guide

Final DOOM: Unauthorized Secrets

Quake: Game Strategies

To order, fill out prod-

uct order form (or a

copy) and mail lo:

GAMEPRO
RO. Box "P"

San Mateo, CA
94402

Please allow 2-4 weeks

lor delivery.

GP0996

Products Order Form
Credit card no: Expiration:^

Signature:

Name:

Address:_

Cily:

Phone:
[ )

-

J Check/Money Order

6,TX= 8.25% C0= 6%)

i VISA J MasterCard J Am Exp

Qly. Code Descriplion Unit Price Tolal

Subtotal

Shipping and Handling Charges Sales Tax

Shipping

S? 50 caclt additional S2.50 each additional S6.50 eacli additional Grand Total
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Saturn

To play as the hidden teams, press Left, Up, B, Up, Down, Up,

Right, C at the title screen when the words "Press Start" are

y Hashing. You should hear a quick clink when you enter the

2 code. At the team-selection screen for any mode, scroti down

until you reach the fraternity and other hidden teams.

PlayStation
PO'ed

level Select, Full Inventory, Invincibility, Ammo and Health Refill, andMore

Level select: At the main menu, simultaneously press L1 , L2, R1 , R2, and Up, then release them. Press o to start a new game.

At the Difficulty screen, simultaneously press L1 , L2, R1 , R2, and Down, then release them. Pick a difficulty setting, and a

level-select menu appears.

Full inventory: Enter Map mode by simultaneously pressing and Select. Press Left until the map arrow points toward you.

Then press Start to return to standard map view. While the camera is rotating, simultaneously press L1, , x, and O. Exit

Map mode by pressing Select. Now when you press A, you should have all the weapons.

Invincibility: This cheat won't work if you don't have the drill. Bring up the weapons menu and select the frying pan. Call up the

weapons menu again. Simultaneously press O and R1 until 999 flashes next to your health meter. You're invincible.

Ammo refill: You must be in Foot mode for this cheat to work. Do a back flip by simultaneously pressing and L2. While air-

borne, simultaneously press Right, x , and O, All your weapons should be filled with ammo.

Health refill: You must be in Foot mode for this cheat to work. Do a back flip by simultaneously pressing and L2. While you're

in the air, simultaneously press Down, x, and R2. Now, your health should be full.

Fart sounds for butts: Select Load Game in the main menu and simultaneously press L1 , L2, R1 , and R2. Exit the Load Game
menu. The butts make a farting sound during the game.

See final sequence: Go to the main menu and highlight Load Game. Press and hold Right, and press O. Release Right and press

A to cancel. Then simultaneously press Left and . Press A to cancel. You should automatically go to the ending cinematic.

Turn on collision detection: You must be in Jet Pack mode for this cheat to work. First, find any dead body and stand over it.

Then press A to bring up the weapons menu. Simultaneously press L1 , Right, and Down. You should fall through the floor

—

use the jet pack to keep from falling.

Turn off collision detection: Bring up the weapons menu by pressing A. Then simultaneously press L1 , Right, and Down.

'®" ptemb b r 1
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Simp Stop

At the Password screen, enter the password golvl followed

by the number of the level. Highlight Accept, and press X.

Saturn
Earthworm Jim 2
ExtraAmmo

I Pause the game during play and enter any of the following cheats:

More homing missiles: Press Y, A, Up, X, C, Left, Y, Up.

More nuke-gun ammo: Press Y, A, X, Up, Right, Right, Left, Up.

More machine-gun ammo: Press A, Up, Down, Right, Right,

PlayStatio
I In the Hunt

Stage Select and Extra Continues

w^mxm

Stage select: At the title screen, highlight Start. Then press and

hold Up-Left on the control pad and hold Select. While still

holding these, press O. A stage-select option will appear over

the title. Now you can go to any stage in the game and even see

the ending.

Extra continues: When you've used all your continues and your

last sub has been destroyed, press and hold A and Select.

While holding these two buttons, press Start to receive five

more continues.

BamePro Magazine
Secret Weapons
P.O.Box6828
San Mateo, CA 94402

iai, us,OU
rtipsandtricksthronghAmerlca

Online

E_ma'' „
r aUhis internet address:

swat.gamepro@iftw.com

GAMEPRO (126) llltanber 199G



teek it oat!

• Get hints, tips, passwords and

codes for the hottest games

• Chat with the editors of CamePro

and other gamers

Surf other gaming

sites on the net

VL. AJ_
The #1 video game magazine,

has gone online with America Online!

Keyword: GAMEPRO

' Talk to game

designers

• Download pictures of not-yet-

released games

• Crab playable demos of PC and

Mac games

.4.

Call America Online today and get connected.

mm

America Online is a registered service mark of America Online, Inc.

Mi

Sponsored by
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AND GET A FREE
I aKe a bite out of your games with InterAct's Same

SharK! Summer may be coming to an end, but that

doesn't mean your games should. The Game SharK for

the PlayStation or the Saturn is your ultimate weapon

against those bacK-to-school bluesl You can fight

longer, Kill more, score higher and go farther in

every game! Forget those thumb-twisting

combo-moves and complex finger exercises.

The SharK gives you more power in every game,

every day! You'll torch your enemies with the

flamethrower in RESIDENT EVIL, grab your BF6

in DOOM, laugh at death in KRAZY IVAN, and go

for nothin' but net in NBA SHOOTOUT.

r*

0-

\ he Game SharK gives you

codes for all the games in this ad and more!

More codes + more games = more fun!

With the Game SharK, you won't Just own

games anymore. You won't just play games

anymore. You'll master the games — every

game — you can get your hands on.

A*

r><

checK out InterAct Accessories' full line of high-performance controllers for the
PlayStation and Saturn. InterAct gamepads and joysticKs give you the quicKest response,

fastest fire, and deadliest precision of any controller on the marKet. With the Game SharK

and an InterAct controller, you'll have ultimate power at your fingertips!

COMING THIS FAIL - GAME SHARK FOR THE NINTENDO 64!



GAME SHARK T-SHIRT!
l& ,xr '-
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InterAct Accessories wants to send

you bacK-to-school in style with a

limited edition GAME SHARK
T-SHIRT - FREE! You can show

the world that you have mastered

the game!

\ o get your exclusive, FREE, GAME
SHARK T-SHIRT, simply purchase a

Game Shark for either the PlayStation

or Sega Saturn, fill out the coupon

below and send it to us with your

original sales receipt. You'll be

sporting a SharK shirt in no time!

SEND ME BACK TO SCHOQt IN SHARK STYLE!
I've purchased a Game Shark for the PlayStation or Sega Saturn.

Send my FREE shirt here 1
.:

NAME

ADDRESS

_

CITY

PHONE_

. STATE

_

. E-MAIL_

MAGAZINE I CLIPPED THIS COUPON OUT OF:

3 GamePro EGM CJ Next Generation rJ Game Players

SYSTEM(S) I OWN:

PlayStation Sega Saturn PC Nintendo 64 3 Sega Genesis 3 SNES

www.gameshark.com
MUJfMA

InterAct Accessories, Inc.

A RECOTON* COMPANY
10945 McCormick Road
Hunt Valley, MD 21031

liademarlis ol Sega Enler
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EVER SEEN GROWN
MEN CRY?

Striker 96™ meets you head on with state-of-the-art soccer including an exclusive indoor soc-

cer option! Exhibition, league, tournament and championship modes! Simulation and arcade

options! View from seven different camera angles. The #1 team sport in the world comes alive!

PLAYSTATION" SEGA SATURN" DOS CD-ROM

>4«laim


